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ALMOST A BRIDE BK#4 $26.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JODY HEDLUND 
Bride Ships series. Bk#1 A Reluctant Bride. Always 
close, but never a bride. Longing to find true love, 
Kate Millington arrives in British Columbia on a bride 
ship. With countless men waiting to snag a bride, 
Kate has no trouble getting engaged. It's staying en-
gaged that's the problem. After traveling to the re-
mote mining town of Williamsville to marry her new-
est fiancé, she finds herself single again. As the pros-
perous owner of a gold mine, Zeke Hart has every-
thing he's ever wanted except for a wife. At Kate's 
arrival, he takes it upon himself to protect his child-
hood friend from the men clamoring to court her. The 
more he renews her friendship, the more he wants to 
win her for himself. But as much as Kate admires 
Zeke, she's resolved not to marry someone who 
doesn't share her faith. When Zeke begins receiving 
anonymous threats, he unwittingly puts them both in 
grave danger. In the midst of peril, the past rises up 
to haunt them both, and Zeke realizes the fight for 
Kate's affection may be his biggest challenge yet. 

BRAZEN IN BLUE BK#5 $14.95  
RACHAEL MILES  
Muse’s Salon series. Lady Emmeline Hartley has 
overcome every obstacle life has thrown her way. A 
spinster, disappointed in love, Em is on the brink of a 
marriage of convenience, when the man who reject-
ed her heart reappears in need of her help. It gives 
Em a chance to escape, put to use one her most 
unusual talents--and perhaps convince him once and 
for all to risk his heart . . .Adam Montclair--one of the 
most successful agents at the Home Office--rubs 
elbows with the highest levels of society. Even so, he 
wasn't to the manor born. No matter how much he 
desires Em, as a match he is completely unsuitable. 
While it pains him to be near her, it's a punishment 
he richly deserves. Now on a mission to uncover a 
plot against the government, Adam knows Em's un-
canny ability to recall voices will be essential. Yet as 
the two thwart the dangers in their path, it may be-
come impossible to deny that Em is essential to hap-
piness itself . .  

A DUKE TO DIE FOR BK#1 $14.95 REISSUE  
AMELIA GREY 
Rogue’s Dynasty series. Henrietta doesn't want a 
husband… Miss Henrietta Tweed is convinced that 
she carries a curse--one that's responsible for killing 
her previous guardians. So when she's sent to Luci-
en Trent Blakewell, the fifth Duke of Blakewell and 
the last man her father trusted to care for her, she 
knows the only way to save the duke is to persuade 
him to sign over her inheritance and set her free. 
Does she? Lucien doesn't believe there's a curse and 
just wants to get his new ward off his hands by find-
ing her a suitable husband. But as the chemistry be-
tween him and Henrietta grows, he is increasingly 
tempted to fill that role himself. And when suspicious 

accidents begin to endanger the Duke's life, Henriet-
ta must take drastic measures to save the one man 
she could love... 

A FORBIDDEN LIAISON WITH MISS GRANT $12.95 
MARGUERITE KAYE  
An unexpected encounter … Will change everything!
Self-made gentleman and widower Grayson Maddox 
has devoted himself to his children and business, 
leaving no time for pleasure. Until he has an impul-
sive, thrillingly sensual encounter with lady's com-
panion Miss Constance Grant! Their passion gives 
Grayson hope of a happiness he never thought he'd 
feel again. But there's still much in both their pasts to 
confront before they can turn their forbidden liaison 
into a new beginning... 

HIGHLAND GLADIATOR BK#1 $14.95 
KATHRYN LEVEQUE  
Scots and Swords series. When Lor Careston's 
quiet Highland village was attacked and burned, he 
felt helpless against the raiders who destroyed his 
home. Seeking revenge, but lacking the fighting skills 
needed to execute his mission, he sets out to find the 
Ludus Caledonia--a mysterious fight guild that turns 
men into warriors. Lor trains hard, proves himself in 
the ring, and earns a place within the very clan that 
decimated his home. He knows he can set his plan 
for revenge in motion from the inside. But his plan 
didn't include Isabail Keith, a beautiful warrior lass 
who prefers broadswords to embroidery. Lor thought 
the Keiths were his enemies, but when Isabail is 
threatened, he'll have to decide what he's willing to 
risk for the woman who has captured his heart and 
the clan that has become his home. 

HOW TO CATCH A SINFUL MARQUESS BK#3 $14.95 
AMY ROSE BENNETT  
Disreputable Debutantes series. Bk#1 How To 
Catch a Wicked Viscount. A reserved debutante and 
a former soldier make an unlikely but fated match as 
they hasten for the Isle of Skye. Orphaned heiress 
Olivia de Vere should have the world--or at least the 
men of the ton--at her feet. But when she's thrown 
out of a young ladies' academy, Olivia doubts she'll 
ever find someone who will love her, rather than her 
bank account. To make matters worse, her dissolute 
cousin Felix is determined to marry her against her 
wishes. A virtual prisoner in her guardians' London 
townhouse, Olivia can't help but develop a tendre for 
her neighbor, a handsome Scottish marquess. Battle-
scarred in more ways than one, Hamish MacQueen, 
Lord Sleat, has braved many dangers in life. But 
nothing has quite prepared him for the shock of hav-
ing a young child dumped on his doorstep, with a 
note claiming she's his daughter. Just in the nick of 
time his pretty neighbor appears, offering to act as a 
nursemaid for the young girl on their journey to his 
estate in Scotland. He suspects she has her own 
reasons for wanting to flee the country… The close 
traveling quarters leads to a fierce attraction between 
Olivia and Hamish that seems impossible to resist. 
But when ghosts from the past and monsters from 
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the present threaten to tear them apart, will their 
unlikely love survive? 

HOW TO START A SCANDAL BK#2 $12.95 
MADELINE MARTIN  
London School for Ladies series.  Days after re-
turning from the battlefields, Seth Sinclair finds him-
self in a glittering ballroom with one tedious task: 
finding a wife. He must put aside the military and 
prove his worth as the new Earl of Dalton. The only 
problem? Lady Violet Lavell, the one woman he can't 
keep his eyes off, who knew him before he went to 
war. How can he be worthy of her now that he's be-
come so changed by the horrors of battle? 

A LADY’S DREAM COME TRUE BK#9 $20.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
GRACE BURROWES 
True Gentlemen series. Bk#1 Tremaine’s True 
Love. Oak Dorning is an artist determined to take his 
place among London's most successful portraitists. 
Town life is expensive, though, so a temporary post 
restoring a few old paintings for a ruralizing widow 
strikes Oak as a prudent detour on the way to his 
brilliant future. Verity Channing was married to a 
renowned artist, and knows firsthand how spiteful 
London sophisticates can be. A quiet life in the coun-
try is fine with her-also lonely and rather dull-until 
Oak finds scandalous treasures lurking in her art 
collection. When somebody sets out to ruin Verity, 
Oak must choose between his cherished ambitions 
and the lady who fills his dreams. 

LONE STAR HEIRESS AND THE RUNAWAY BRIDE 
$12.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
WINNIE GRIGGS, NOELLE MARCHAND  
Lone Star Heiress by Winnie Griggs: Adventurous 
Ivy Feagan is headed to Turnabout, Texas, to claim 
an inheritance when an accident leads to an unex-
pected rescue by widowed schoolteacher Mitch Par-
ker. But when town gossips target Mitch and Ivy's 
friendship, he proposes to save her reputation. Ivy 
doesn't want to marry for honor and doesn't need to 
marry for money. She'll only agree to a proposal 
made for love's sake! The Runaway Bride by No-
elle Marchand: Leaving town for a fresh start, runa-
way bride Lorelei Wilkins never suspects her parents 
will send Sheriff Sean O'Brien--the only husband 
she's ever wanted--to bring her home! After an inno-
cent mistake leaves Lorelei and her reluctant rescuer 
with compromised reputations, marriage is their only 
option. Will this inconvenient groom and stubborn 
bride realize that only love can conquer all? 

REDEEMING HER VIKING WARRIOR BK#4 $12.95  
JENNI FLETCHER  
Sons of Sigurd series. He's sworn celibacy … Until 
he gets vengeance! Danr Sigurdsson is indebted to 
the captivating, mysterious healer living alone in the 
wilderness who carefully tends his wounds. Con-
sumed with anguish over the massacre that killed his 
family, Danr has sworn not to touch another woman 
until he finds those responsible. So resisting Sissa 

should be easy, but as they search for the truth, 
fighting their mutual attraction becomes the hardest 
battle... 

THE RETURN OF THE DISAPPEARING DUKE BK#1 
$12.95 
LARA TEMPLE  
The Return of the Rogues series. A scarred mer-
cenary… Or the Disappearing Duke of Greybourne?
Rafe has spent years running from his true identity. 
He's a lone wolf, living far from aristocratic England 
and his violent father. Then unconventional Cleopat-
ra Osbourne requests his protection as she crosses 
the Egyptian desert. In Cleo he discovers a fellow 
outcast--and a fierce desire! Cleo must return to Lon-
don, and here lies Rafe's dilemma--because follow-
ing his heart means claiming the title he's avoided for 
so long! 

SOMEONE TO ROMANCE BK#8 $14.95  
MARY BALOGH  
Westcott series. Bk#1 Someone to Love. Love 
comes when you least expect it ….Lady Jessica 
Archer lost interest in the glittering excitement of 
romance after her cousin and dearest friend, Abigail, 
was rejected by the ton when her father was re-
vealed to be a bigamist. Now that she is twenty-five, 
however, Jessica decides it is time to wed. Though 
she no longer believes she will find true love, she is 
still very eligible. She is, after all, the sister of Avery 
Archer, Duke of Netherby. Jessica considers the 
many qualified gentlemen who court her. But then 
she meets the mysterious Gabriel Thorne, who has 
returned to England from the New World to claim an 
equally mysterious inheritance. Jessica considers 
him completely unsuitable, especially when, while 
they are still barely acquainted, he announces his 
intention to wed her. When Jessica guesses who 
Gabriel really is, however, and watches the lengths 
to which he will go in order to protect those who rely 
upon him, she is drawn to his cause--and to the man. 

WHO WANTS TO MARRY A DUKE BK#3 $14.95 
SABRINA JEFFRIES  
Duke Dynasty series. Bk#1 Project Duchess. A 
past kiss with adorably bookish Miss Olivia Norley 
should be barely a memory for Marlowe Drake, the 
Duke of Thornstock. After all, there are countless 
debutantes for a handsome rakehell to charm be-
yond a young lady whose singular passion is chem-
istry--of the laboratory type. But Thorn has not for-
gotten--or forgiven--the shocking blackmail scheme 
sparked by that single kiss, or the damage caused to 
both their names. Now Thorn's half-brother, Grey, 
has hired the brilliant Miss Norley for her scientific 
expertise in solving a troubling family mystery. And 
the once-burned Thorn, suspicious of her true mo-
tives, vows to follow her every move . . . For Olivia, 
determining whether arsenic poisoning killed Grey's 
father is the pioneering experiment that could make 
her career--and Thorn's constant presence is merely 
a distraction. But someone has explosive plans to 
derail her search. Soon the most unexpected discov 
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ery is the caring nature of the reputed scoundrel be-
side her--and the electricity it ignites between them. 

WHO’S THAT EARL BK#1 $26.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SUSANNA CRAIG  
Love and Let Spy series. Will scandalous secrets 
stand in the way of a second chance at love? Miss 
Jane Quayle excels at invention. How else could the 
sheltered daughter of an English gentleman create 
lurid gothic novels so infamous someone wants their 
author silenced forever? Fortunately, Jane has taken 
steps to protect herself, first by assuming a pen 
name, and second, by taking up residence at remote 
Dunnock Castle, surrounded by rugged scenery that 
might have been ripped from the pages of one of her 
books. Her true identity remains a secret, until one 
dark and stormy night . . . After years of spying for 
the British army, Thomas Sutherland doubts the 
Highlands will ever feel like home again. Neverthe-
less, thanks to a quirk of Scottish inheritance law, 
he's now the Earl of Magnus, complete with a crum-
bling castle currently inhabited by a notorious novel-
ist. When the writer turns out to be the woman Thom-
as once wooed, suspicions rise even as mutual 
sparks reignite. As danger closes in, can Jane and 
Thomas overcome their pasts to forge a future to-
gether? 

A WOMAN OF TRUE HONOR BK#8 $20.95 
TRADE P/BACK  
GRACE BURROWES (294 PAGES) 
True Gentlemen series. Bk#1 Tremaine’s True 
Love. Valerian is handsome, charming, and abso-
lutely pockets to let. He's hopelessly attracted to heir-
ess Emily Pepper, but an honorable man must bring 
independent means to his marriage. Emily has been 
chased by enough fortune hunters to know that the 
fellow who balks at taking advantage of her wealth is 
exactly the man she needs, but she's hiding secrets 
that Valerian must never learn. He needs a fortune, 
she needs a miracle. How can true love prevail 

COMING IN OCTOBER: 
All Scot and Bothered—Kerrigan Byrne 

Beauty Tempts the Beast—Lorraine Heath 

Highland Ever After—Maya Banks 

The Highland Laird—Amy Jarecki 

Lady Osbaldstone’s Christmas Intrigue—Stephanie 
Laurens 

A Duke Walked Into a House Party—Grace 

Burrowes 

My Kind of Earl—Vivienne Lorret 

The Widow’s Christmas Surprise—Jenna Jaxon 

CONTEMPORARY 

BAYOU BABY BK#2 $14.95 
LEXI BLAKE  
Bayou Butterfly series. Bk#1 Butterfly Bayou. 
Seraphina Guidry loves Butterfly Bayou. A young, 
single mom, she's trying to find a place for herself in 
the town she cherishes, but past mistakes have 
made her wary. She adores her son but has sworn 
off men. She's dedicated herself to restoring an his-
toric house and building her own business. A quiet 
life is all she wants. Harrison Jefferys never expected 
to find himself in small-town Louisiana, but he has a 
job to do and a family to reconnect with. After years 
in the Army, he's happy to spend time with his Aunt 
Celeste and his cousins in such an idyllic spot. When 
he meets Seraphina, he starts to think Papillion 
might be a great place to call home. But a secret 
from Sera's past rears its head and threatens to tear 
the community apart. Caught between the woman 
he's coming to love and the only family he has left, 
Harry knows he has to follow his heart and with the 
help of the crazy, loving, meddling locals find a way 
to keep them both. 

BEACH WEDDING WEEKEND $14.95  
RACHEL MAGEE  
You're invited to a sunny beach town for a witty, 
heart-warming romance. that's perfect for fans of 
Debbie Mason, Lee Tobin McClain, and Jenny Hale-
When Brody broke up with Paige and went to Eu-
rope, he suggested that someday, they'd pick up 
right where they left off. A hopeless romantic, she 
believed him. But when they meet again, Brody's 
dating a gorgeous actress. They're all going to attend 
the same wedding, and Paige plans to win Brody 
back. She even enlists her best friend's brother, Aid-
en, to pretend to date her and make her ex jealous. 
A breezy, charming restaurant owner, Aiden actually 
avoids serious relationships, but as a fake boyfriend, 
he's perfect. As old friends and exes take part in 
wedding preparations and enjoy the beauty of the 
Florida coast, they begin to see themselves--and 
each other--in a new light. 

BLAZE BK#4 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
CHELLE BLISS  
Men of Inked: Heat Wave series. Bk#1 Flame. Lily 
Gallo prided herself on her pristine reputation. A ded-
icated bookworm. An awkward goody-two-shoes. 
Lover of fiction more than reality. Jett Michaels had 
always had a broken moral compass. A cocky ego-
maniac. An unashamed womanizer. Craving adven-
ture instead of responsibility. Lily never expected to 
come face-to-crotch with her old high school crush, 
and she never dreamed he'd make her 
an offer she couldn't refuse. But what 
was supposed to be a platonic arrange-
ment quickly spiralled out of control. Can 
the inexperienced nerdy girl tame the 
notorious player? Or will he peel back 
her pages, exposing the wildcat hidden 
underneath? 



BREATHE THE SKY $25.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MICHELLE HAZEN 
Mari Tucker is a wildlife biologist who scoops bun-
nies and endangered tortoises out of harm's way on 
construction sites. Still haunted by her past, she 
takes the most remote jobs in the Mojave Desert to 
avoid people and hide from her ex. It's a simple, qui-
et life filled with sweet animals and solar-powered 
baking until she ends up assigned to Jack Wyatt's 
crew. Construction foreman Jack Wyatt's loud, foul-
mouthed temper keeps even the most rugged of men 
on his crew in line. No mistake is overlooked, be-
cause out in the desert it could mean life or death. In 
his opinion, the job site is no place for sensitive biol-
ogists, especially one as shy as Mari. But instead of 
wilting from the heat and hard work, Mari wins over 
Jack and his crew one homemade brownie at a time. 
Jack and Mari find a comfortable rhythm, building a 
friendship that's rare for both of them. After Jack's 
rocky childhood, they have more in common than 
they'd imagined. But even the Mojave sun can't 
chase away the shadows when the past is deter-
mined to track them down... 

CAN’T HELP FALLING BK#2 $16.95  
CARA BASTONE 
Forever Yours series. Bk#1 Just a Heartbeat Away. 
The more you resist, the deeper you'll fall …. Seraf-
ine St. Romain doesn't need her psychic powers to 
know she's no longer in Tyler Leshuski's good grac-
es. True, she did tear him to pieces when he asked 
her out, accusing him of being shallow and selfish. 
Despite the energy crackling between them, the gor-
geous sports writer is a no-strings, no-kids kind of 
guy. And Serafine, raised in the foster system, in-
tends to be a foster parent herself. She won't com-
promise that dream, even for a man as annoyingly 
appealing as Tyler. In a simpler world, Tyler would 
already have gotten Serafine out of his system. For 
him, women equal fun. Not this kind of bone-deep, 
disconcerting desire. Life gets even more complicat-
ed when he becomes the guardian of his much 
younger sister. Suddenly, he's way out of his depth. 
Serafine's the only person who can connect with 
Kylie. He can't jeopardize that for a fling. But may-
be...just maybe...he's finally ready to risk everything 
on forever. 

THE CHRISTMAS SWAP $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MELODY CARLSON  
All Emma Daley wants this holiday season is a white 
Christmas. But the young teacher and struggling 
musician sure can't find that in sunny Arizona. Lucki-
ly, there's someone living in a perfect mountain 
home in the Colorado Rockies looking to make a 
vacation trade this year. Tyler Prescott is an in-
demand songwriter and talented musician who put 
his own singing career on hold to write songs for 
celebrity acts to perform. When his mother convinces 
him to do a vacation trade for Christmas, he never 
imagined one of the houseguests would be so sweet
--or so strikingly pretty. Naturally, he decides to stick 

around, and, to get better acquainted, he poses as 
the house's caretaker. But when Emma's friend Gilli-
an discovers his true identity and sets her sights on 
him, things get . . . messy. 

THE COWBOY’S LADY $14.95 2IN1 REISSUE   
DEBBIE MACOMBER, LEE TOBIN MCCLAIN  
The Cowboy's Lady—Debbie Macomber: OPPO-
SITES ATTRACT .. Fresh off a breakup, Taylor Man-
ning accepts a yearlong teaching position in Cougar 
Point, Montana, planning to focus on herself and 
avoid men. That's before she meets Russ Palmer, a 
local rancher who's as stubborn as he is handsome. 
With his old-fashioned attitudes about women, Russ 
is the last man Taylor could imagine dating, and the 
feeling seems to be mutual. So why can't she get 
him off her mind? Russ is raising his teenage sister 
by himself, and he doesn't appreciate Taylor second-
guessing his decisions as a surrogate parent. But no 
matter how much they disagree, their chemistry is off 
the charts. And if Taylor would stop arguing long 
enough to notice, Russ will give her a very good rea-
son to stick around. Small-Town Nanny—Lee To-
bin McClain: Susan Hayashi is everything Sam Hin-
ton is not looking for: energetic, outspoken and spon-
taneous. Yet the wealthy widower can't deny that the 
young teacher is great with his daughter, Mindy. In 
desperate need of a summer nanny, Sam hires Su-
san. After all, it's only temporary… 

COWBOY UNDER THE MISTLETOE AND A HICKORY 
RIDGE CHRISTMAS $13.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
LINDA GOODNIGHT, DANA CORBIT 
A surprising Christmas reunion … Cowboy Under 
the Mistletoe by Linda Goodnight: Nine years ago, 
Jake Hamilton broke Allison Buchanon's heart and 
left town. Now Jake's come home to care for his ail-
ing grandmother, and her family will do anything to 
prevent a rekindled romance. Allison believes in for-
giveness, especially at Christmas. But Jake cares 
too deeply about Allison to take her away from the 
Buchanon clan. Will Allison have to choose between 
her family and the love of her life? A Hickory Ridge 
Christmas by Dana Corbit: Hannah Woods had 
been the talk of Hickory Ridge five years ago. Her 
daughter was the light of her life, though Hannah 
was unable to forgive the one who'd loved her--and 
then left. Now Todd McBride was determined to find 
the woman he still adored and ask for a second 
chance. But Hannah's secret--a child he'd never 
known about--threw his plans into a tailspin... 

FEARLESS BK#1 $14.95  
KATIE GOLDING 
Moto Grand Prix series. He's got one last chance 
… To make things right. Billy King may be smiling 
under his black Stetson, but the plain truth is this 
cowboy-turned-racer is hurting: for his horse back in 
Memphis, for his girl with one boot out the door, and 
for his faltering career thanks to an injury that's not 
getting any better. The moment he's free from the 
press circuit, Billy bolts home--resolved to heal, and 
ready to win Taryn's heart a second time. Hopefully,  
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before the love of his life is gone for good. Taryn Le-
dell never wanted to fall for sweet blue eyes and a 
deep southern drawl. As a World Superbike racer, 
she had plans, and none of them involved playing 
second fiddle to any man. But now he's back, and 
she's forced to make some hard choices. With her 
sponsors eager for a decision, Taryn finds herself 
tangled in all the lines they've drawn in the sand. But 
broken bones and broken hearts don't heal overnight, 
and the cost of forgiveness can be sky high: unless 
Billy can prove that his heart never left the ranch...or 
her. 

FINDING YOU AGAIN $16.95 2IN1 REISSUE  
DEBBIE MACOMBER  
For two couples, rediscovering each other is the path 
to true love. White Lace and Promises: Back in high 
school, Maggie Kingsbury and Glenn Lambert were 
best friends. When they meet again years later at 
their friends' wedding, both are surprised by the 
strength of their attraction to each other. After a dizzy-
ing night, Glenn makes a spur-of-the-moment pro-
posal--and they get married the very next day! Now 
they'll have to figure out if their marriage was a spon-
taneous mistake or if they're willing to take a chance 
on love. Jury of His Peers: Caroline Lomax hasn't 
seen Ted Thomasson since she was twelve and he 
was fifteen. Back then, she thought he was obnoxious
--and she hasn't changed her mind. Thrown together 
on jury duty, though, she starts to realize how much 
of a connection they really have. Now Ted wants Car-
oline to see him as more than a boy from her past. He 
wants her to see him as the man she'll marry. 

HER AUSSIE HOLIDAY BK#2 $14.95  
STEFANIE LONDON  
Patterson’s Bluff series. Cora Cabot's life is falling 
apart. So when her Australian friend announces she's 
secured an internship in the States, Cora has a bril-
liant idea: house swap! Small-town Australia sounds 
like the perfect getaway. Only, when she gets there, 
the house isn't empty. Turns out her friend's hot Aus-
tralian brother is staying there, too--and he doesn't 
look happy to see her. The last thing Trent Walters 
needs is a roommate for the summer. Especially an 
American who immediately floods the house and sin-
gle-handedly destroys the family project his sister 
created for their parents' anniversary. Now, not only 
does Cora insist on helping fix the house, he needs 
her help re-creating the family scrapbook. And glitter 
is not his forte. But between late nights cooking, pints 
at the local pub, and competitive matches of cricket 
on the beach, Cora starts to break through Trent's 
defenses. Too bad Cora made a promise to return to 
working with her father at the end of the summer--a 
promise she can't break--because this holiday is start-
ing to feel like one she never wants to end. 

 

 

HIGH HEAT BK#2 $15.95  
ANNABETH ALBERT (M/M) 
Hot Shots series. Bk#1 Burn Zone. Smoke jumping 
is Garrick Nelson's life. Nothing, not severe injuries 
nor the brutal physical therapy that follows, is going to 
stop him from getting back with his crew. But when a 
lost dog shows up on his front porch, he can't turn her 
away, and he can't take care of her on his own. 
Thankfully, help comes in the form of his new sexy, 
dog-loving neighbor. As they work together, trying to 
re-home their little princess, Garrick can't resist his 
growing attraction for the other man, even though he 
knows this guy isn't the staying type. Rain Fisher 
doesn't take anything too seriously. He dances 
through life, one adventure at a time, never settling in 
one place for too long. When his hot, conveniently 
buff, neighbor shows up on his doorstep, dog in tow, 
Rain's determined to not just save the adorable pup-
py, but her reluctant owner as well. He never expects 
their flirtation might tempt him into stay put once and 
for all… 

HONEYSUCKLE SEASON $20.95 TRADE P/BACK 
MARY ELLEN TAYLOR  
Adrift in the wake of her father's death, a failed mar-
riage, and multiple miscarriages, Libby McKenzie 
feels truly alone. Though her new life as a wedding 
photographer provides a semblance of purpose, it's 
also a distraction from her profound pain. When 
asked to photograph a wedding at the historic Wood-
mont estate, Libby meets the owner, Elaine Grant. 
Hoping to open Woodmont to the public, Elaine has 
employed young widower Colton Reese to help re-
store the grounds and asks Libby to photograph the 
process. Libby is immediately drawn to the old green-
house shrouded in honeysuckle vines. As Libby forms 
relationships and explores the overgrown--yet haunt-
ingly beautiful--Woodmont estate, she finds the emo-
tional courage to sort through her father's office. 
There she discovers a letter that changes everything 
she knows about her parents, herself, and the estate. 
Beneath the vines of the old greenhouse lie genera-
tions of secrets, and it's up to Libby to tend to the 
fruits born of long-buried seeds. 

HONKY TONK CHRISTMAS BK#4 $14.95 REISSUE  
CAROLYN BROWN  
Honky Tonk Cowboys series. Bk#1 I Love This Bar. 
A Christmas celebration that no one will ever forget… 
Sharlene Waverly is bound and determined to finally 
get going on that mystery novel she's been research-
ing ever since the Year One, but she gets distracted 
by the Honky Tonk's previous barmaids' romance 
stories. She decides to put the mystery aside and 
write a romance novel so hot it'll melt the soles off a 
cowboy's best eel-skin boots, but then she gets dis-
tracted again. This time it's the hot hunky cowboy 
who's agreed to help her get the Honky Tonk spit-
shined for the best Christmas celebration ever 
planned in two counties. And Sharlene begins to won-
der if those tall tales she's been hearing about a little 
ol' beer joint with a surefire love charm might just be 
true after all... 



 

HOW MUCH I FEEL BK#1 $20.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MARIE FORCE 
Miami Nights series. Two people with nothing in 
common …. Carmen Babysitting a handsome, arro-
gant neurosurgeon isn't how I imagined my first day at 
Miami-Dade General Hospital. This is supposed to be 
the start of my dream career--something I've worked 
hard to achieve after the tragic loss of my husband. 
Dr. Jason Northrup isn't going to mess up my plans, 
even if he makes my lady parts stand up and say hel-
lo. Especially since the surgeon sends up every kind 
of red flag. However, my heart--and other parts--seem 
intent on ignoring those signs… Jason I have more 
important things to do than bail out an attractive new 
colleague, but I need her. Carmen is my only hope in 
convincing the Miami-Dade board to overlook my tar-
nished reputation--and she makes me feel optimistic 
again. Romantic entanglements are the last thing I 
can afford, but Carmen isn't an entanglement. She's a 
beautiful breath of fresh South Florida air. My feelings 
for her are quickly becoming the best kind of scandal. 

LIKE LOVERS DO BK#2 $14.95  
TRACEY LIVESAY 
Girl’s Trip series. Bk#1 Sweet Talkin’ Lover. Driven 
and focused, Dr. Nicole Allen is an accomplished sur-
geon. With a tough past, Nic's gone above and be-
yond everyone's expectations. But when she disci-
plines an intern--a powerful donor's son--a prestigious 
fellowship she's awaiting is placed in jeopardy. Com-
ing from a successful family who runs a medical busi-
ness empire, Benjamin Reed Van Mont is the black 
sheep, having chosen to start his own business in-
stead. Though he's not ready to settle down, he 
knows when the time comes it definitely won't be with 
a workaholic doctor like his friend Nic--even if she's 
had him re-examining his edict...more than once. 
When Ben's status-climbing ex-girlfriend finds her way 
back into his orbit, Nic proposes a swap of services. 
She'll spend the week with Ben on Martha's Vineyard, 
pretending to be his girlfriend--but only if he'll have his 
family intervene on her behalf so she won't lose her 
fellowship. How hard can the charade be? But as 
they're about to discover, they've sorely underestimat-
ed their true feelings for each other 

LOVE UNDER QUARANTINE $22.95 TRADE P/BACK 
KYLIE SCOTT, AUDREY CARLAN (276 PAGES)  
While the world is ravaged by a global pandemic, hot-
shot NFL running back Evan Sparks is locked in his 
own personal hell. With a career-ending scandal on 
his back, Evan hides out in his best friend's empty 
San Francisco home, the full city shutdown locking 
him in a lonely twenty-story apartment in the sky. Ro-
mance writer Sadie Walsh is having the worst case of 
writer's block ever...until the incredible, muscular 
stranger staying next door gets her muse going 
strong. The pair of loners, never expecting to find a 
friend in all the madness, meet each day out on their 
balconies like a modern-day Romeo and Juliet. Each 
new day brings unique challenges for the pair as they 
navigate the unknown and find solace together. They 

quickly figure out that as long as they have one anoth-
er, they can handle anything. Even falling in love un-
der quarantine. 

THE MACKADE BROTHERS: DEVIN AND SHANE 
$16.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
NORA ROBERTS 
The Heart of Devin MacKade: Sheriff Devin MacK-
ade has always known his destiny was to serve and 
protect the small town of Antietam, Maryland--and for 
a long while he thought that future would include Cas-
sie Connor. But when Cassie married the wrong man, 
Devin did the honorable thing and kept his feelings to 
himself. Now that Cassie's divorced, Devin can finally 
follow his heart. The question is, can Cassie? The 
Fall of Shane MacKade: Shane MacKade is used to 
getting what he wants, especially when it comes to 
women. So it comes as a shock when he is rebuffed 
by the brilliant Dr. Rebecca Knight. The PhD-toting 
academic takes Shane completely off guard with her 
intelligence and wit while she conducts a research 
experiment at his family's ancestral farm. Rebecca is 
too busy to make any time for romance, but she can't 
help but succumb to the MacKade charm. Shane's 
days as a bachelor might just be coming to an end... 

MAKE MINE A COWBOY BK#2 $14.95 
AJ PINE 
Meadow Valley series. Bk#1 My One and Only Cow-
boy. Dr. Charlotte North has no time for a player, not 
even one as tempting as Ben Callahan. Besides, 
Charlotte is only in Meadow Valley for a few months to 
help her grandmother. After that, it's back to New York 
and the career she loves. But when her gran starts to 
meddle in her personal life, Charlotte knows just the 
man to help her out. Ben's the perfect no-strings boy-
friend, until Charlotte discovers that beneath that rug-
ged, charming exterior lies a sweet and bighearted 
cowboy. Ben Callahan is tired of people assuming 
he's an immature playboy, so when the smart and 
sexy Charlotte asks him to be her pretend boyfriend, 
he jumps at the chance to show everyone that he's 
changed his ways. Though he and Charlotte are call-
ing their relationship fake, Ben's heart says otherwise. 
Two months with Charlotte isn't nearly enough. Will 
Ben be able to prove he's worthy of her for real before 
their time together is up, or will she leave Meadow 
Valley -- and him -- forever? 

NOT MY ROMEO BK#1 $20.95 TRADE P/BACK  
ILSA MADDEN-MILLS 
Game Changers series. A smoking-hot professional 
football player and the small-town girl he can't resist. 
We start off with a lie on Valentine's Day. My blind 
date isn't the studious guy I expected: he's a drop-
dead gorgeous player with sinful amber eyes. Some-
how we end up at his penthouse. I blame the gin and 
tonic. The next day I learn he's Jack Hawke--bad-boy 
professional quarterback with a murky past. The NDA 
he has me sign should be a warning that he isn't a 
regular person. Please. I sign it Juliet Capulet, so 
goodbye, famous football player with abs of steel, and 
good luck tracking down this small-town librarian. But  
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Jack keeps showing up in places I least expect him. 
Just when I'm sure he's gone, he waltzes into my 
community theater and wins the part of Romeo to 
my Juliet. How's a plain, mostly innocent girl like me 
supposed to resist a man like him? Is Jack my real 
Romeo...or will this gorgeous football player only 
break my heart? 

ONCE IN A BLUE MOON BK#10 $14.95  
SHARON SALA  
Blessings, Georgia series. Bk#1 You and Only 
You (aka Curl Up and Dye). How often do you find a 
love like this? Cathy Terry is tired of running. Full of 
fear and hope, she backpacked across the country 
to Blessings, Georgia, not knowing if or when her 
abusive ex-husband would catch up to her. In Bless-
ings she glimpses a safe haven and the closest feel-
ing to home she's had in a long time--even more so 
when she meets Duke Talbot. The sweet, strong, 
and handsome rancher provides a shoulder to lean 
on. The stakes get higher as the community embrac-
es her and her relationship with Duke deepens--but 
can Cathy claim a new home and family before her 
past claims her? 

ONE GOLDEN CHRISTMAS AND SUGAR PLUM  
SEASON $11.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
LENORA WORTH, MIA ROSS 
Seeking the Christmas spirit … One Golden Christ-
mas by Lenora Worth: As holiday pageant coordi-
nator in her tiny Texas hometown, Leandra Flana-
gan felt obligated to transform three motherless kids 
and their widowed carpenter dad, Nate Welby, into 
angel, shepherd, chorus member and set designer. 
But everything that happened afterward was purely 
by chance--or maybe the answer to a little girl's fer-
vent Christmas prayer… Sugar Plum Season by 
Mia Ross: Moving to the tiny town of Barrett's Mill, 
injured dancer Amy Morgan takes over her aunt's 
dance studio and begins to organize a children's 
Christmas ballet recital. She just needs handsome 
lumberjack Jason Barrett to build the stage sets. 
Working together forges a connection between the 
two. But it'll take a few dancing candy canes--and a 
whole lot of faith--to bring them together. 

SHELTER MOUNTAIN BK#2 $16.95 REISSUE  
ROBYN CARR  
Virgin River series. Bk#1 Virgin River. Welcome 
back to Virgin River … John "Preacher" Middleton is 
closing Jack's Bar when a woman and her young 
son come in out of the wet night. A marine who has 
seen his share of pain, Preacher knows a crisis 
when he sees one--the woman is covered in bruises. 
He wants to protect them, and to punish whoever did 
this, but he knows immediately that this is more than 
just instinct. Paige Lassiter has stirred up emotions 
in this gentle giant of a man--emotions that he has 
never allowed himself to feel. Then Paige's ex-
husband turns up in Virgin River. And if there's one 

thing the marines' motto of Semper Fidelis--always 
faithful--has taught Preacher, it's that some things 
are worth fighting for 

SUTTON’S WAY & THE RANCHER’S BABY $14.95  
2IN1 REISSUE 
DIANA PALMER, MAISEY YATES 
Sutton’s Way—Diana Palmer: LOVE ON THE 
RANGE … When tragedy struck, musician Amanda 
Callaway was sent reeling--and she fled to the reclu-
sive Wyoming mountains to heal her heart. But what 
she found was yet another battle to fight: irresistibly 
handsome Quinn Sutton. Snowbound at Quinn's 
ranch, Amanda is glad Quinn has no idea of her real 
identity. After all, the rugged mountain man is raising 
a child he knows isn't his own and he has no use for 
love, let alone with a city girl. Quinn didn't count on 
how special his world would be to Amanda--and how 
special Amanda would be to him. Amanda is deter-
mined to battle Quinn's misconceptions, vowing to 
prove to Quinn she's the woman for him...but once 
he discovers the truth, will she lose him forever? 
The Rancher's Baby by—Maisey Yates: Selena 
has loved Knox for years, but she's never had the 
courage to tell him. Now the sparks she's tried to 
smother burn out of control...and leave her pregnant. 
But with the pain in his past, will Knox finally take a 
chance on love...with her? 

A SWEET ALASKAN FALL BK#3 $16.95  
JENNIFER SNOW 
Wild River series. Bk#1 An Alaskan Christmas. A 
split-second decision could change both their lives 
for the better...if they let it … Montana Banks has 
returned to Wild River, Alaska, for a fresh start. Ad-
venture has always been in her blood, but while an 
injury leaves her unable to participate in her favorite 
extreme sports, Montana settles for teaching base-
jumping classes at her friend's tour company. Set-
tling in has been almost too easy: a great job, her 
family's acceptance and her own apartment--right 
next door to straitlaced police officer Eddie Sanders. 
Eddie has always had feelings for Montana, and 
now that he's leaving for a new job in Anchorage he 
wonders if he should've taken a chance with her 
sooner. Then a moment of violence the night of his 
going-away party leaves him badly wounded. Seeing 
Eddie's job opportunity lost and self-confidence fol-
lowing close behind, Montana is determined to show 
him all the reasons he has to pick himself up again. 

TEMPTATION ON OCEAN DRIVE BK#2 $20.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
JENNIFER PROBST 
Sunshine Sisters series. Bk#1 Love on Beach Av-
enue. Young widow Bella Sunshine-Caldwell is fo-
cused only on raising her daughter and 
running the family business, Sunshine Brid-
al. There's no time for romance--especially 
with her fellow wedding planner, Gabe, 
whom she's growing increasingly attracted 
to. He's too enterprising to stay in Cape 
May for long, anyway. And too tall, dark, 
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and handsome to be anything but a heartbreaker. 
Every woman in town has her sights on Gabe Gar-
cia. The only woman he has eyes for doesn't seem 
interested. All he wants is to fall in love, be a father, 
and settle down. As he and Bella work together on a 
magical winter wedding, the distance between them 
closes, the nights grow warmer, and Bella might be 
seeing Gabe for who he really is: a man worth the 
effort. But all it takes is a single rumor for these two 
hearts' fragile love story to shatter. And now the 
happy ending Bella and Gabe hoped for is some-
thing they're going to have to fight for. 

VIRGIN RIVER BK#1 $16.95 REISSUE  
ROBYN CARR 
Virgin River series. Welcome back to Virgin River 
with the book that started it all… Wanted: Midwife/
nurse practitioner in Virgin River, population six hun-
dred. Make a difference against a backdrop of tow-
ering California redwoods and crystal clear rivers. 
Rent-free cabin included. When the recently wid-
owed Melinda Monroe sees this ad, she quickly de-
cides that the remote mountain town of Virgin River 
might be the perfect place to escape her heartache, 
and to reenergize the nursing career she loves. But 
her high hopes are dashed within an hour of arriving
--the cabin is a dump, the roads are treacherous and 
the local doctor wants nothing to do with her. Realiz-
ing she's made a huge mistake, Mel decides to 
leave town the following morning. But a tiny baby 
abandoned on a front porch changes her plans...and 
former marine Jack Sheridan cements them into 
place.  

WAITING ON A COWBOY BK#1 $14.95  
JENNIFER RYAN 
McGrath series. Tate McGrath just didn't get it. 
Why was Liz Scott, his best friend--and the person 
he relied on and trusted most--suddenly avoiding 
him! When he finally tracks her down, he finds her 
with a man he knows nothing about and she's been 
dating for weeks. Suddenly, he can't make himself 
ignore her tempting curves and deep green eyes, 
and all he wants to do is keep her all to himself. 
What was going on? Could he possibly be...jealous? 
Liz had made the decision: stop carrying a torch for 
Tate and find a guy who wants to be her everything. 
Tate had always seen her as honest, dependable, 
smart, kind...Best friend, not girlfriend! And she 
needed to give up the dream of marrying the man 
she'd loved since preschool and move on. But when 
Liz's boyfriend turns dangerous, Tate steps up to 
help and soon realizes he's the cowboy hero she's 
been waiting for him to be all along. 

THE WEDDING DATE DISASTER $14.95  
AVERY FLYNN  
Hadley Donavan can't believe she has to go home 
to Nebraska for her sister's wedding. She's gonna 
need a wingman and a whole lot of vodka for this 
level of family interaction. At least her bestie agreed 
he'd man up and help. But then instead of her best 

friend, his evil twin strolls out of the airport. If you 
looked up doesn't-deserve-to-be-that-confident, way
-too-hot-for-his-own-good billionaire in the dictionary, 
you'd find a picture of Will Holt. He's awful. Horrible. 
The worst--even if his butt looks phenomenal in 
those jeans. Ten times worse? Hadley's buffer was 
supposed to be there to keep her away from the 
million and one family events. But Satan's spawn 
just grins and signs them up for every. Single. Thing. 
Fine. “Cutthroat” Scrabble? I’m in. I can’t wait to take 
this guy down a notch. But somewhere between 
Pictionary and the teasing glint in his eyes, our bick-
ering starts to feel like more than just a game… 

WELCOME HOME $15.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
NORA ROBERTS 
Her Mother's Keeper: When Gwen Lacrosse learns 
her mother has taken in the famous novelist Luke 
Powers as a boarder, she immediately catches a 
flight from New York to her hometown just outside 
New Orleans. Convinced the reputed womanizing 
author is going to break her mother's heart, Gwen 
wants him gone. But when Luke turns his skills with 
words and seduction on Gwen, she can't deny the 
weight of her own growing desires. Island of Flow-
ers: To visitors and vacationers, Hawaii is a roman-
tic paradise of palm trees and pristine beaches. To 
Laine Simmons, it is merely home to her father, a 
man she has traveled far to see in hopes of repairing 
their estranged relationship. But Dillon O'Brian, her 
father's young business partner, is getting too famil-
iar with Laine's family matters, accusing her of seek-
ing reparations over reconciliation. Dillon's arro-
gance and audacity would be more off-putting if 
Laine didn't find him more attractive and desirable 
whenever they meet... 

WILDFLOWER RIDGE BKS#5&6 $16.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
SHERRYL WOODS 
And Baby Makes Three: Next Generation series. 
In the spring, both flowers and love are blooming… 
Natural Born Lawman: Texas lawman Justin Ad-
ams has always played by the rules. Until one day 
the deputy catches a petty thief attempting to steal a 
bottle of baby medicine. The imploring eyes of des-
perate single mother Patsy Longhorn--not to men-
tion those of her feverish little boy--just might make 
him reconsider. After breaking off relations with her 
husband, Patsy Longhorn is wary of men in general, 
and facing police deputy Justin Adams should have 
had her running for cover. But somehow this man 
makes her wonder if maybe the time has come to 
stop running--if maybe Justin is what she's been 
waiting her whole life to find. The Unclaimed Baby: 
Sharon Adams once thought she had her whole 
future planned--until her dreams were snatched 
away and she was left running her family's conven-
ience store. Then on a fateful snowy night she finds 
two strangers at her door. The first is Cody Branson, 
an intriguing and irresistible man from another town. 
And the second is a baby, the one she's always 
dreamed, and long despaired, of finding… Loner  
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cowboy Cord couldn't say exactly what had brought 
him to Sharon's door on that cold and snowy night. 
But when he sees Sharon Adams with a beautiful 
baby in her arms, for one wild and improbable sec-
ond he dreams of having a family again. And he 
knows that, whatever it takes, he has to find a way 
to make it happen... 

WINTER IN PARADISE BK#1 $16.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
ELIN HILDEBRAND  
Paradise series. A husband's secret life, a wife's 
new beginning: Irene Steele shares her idyllic life in 
a beautiful Iowa City Victorian house with a husband 
who loves her to sky-writing, sentimental extremes. 
But as she rings in the new year one cold and snowy 
night, everything she thought she knew falls to piec-
es with a shocking phone call: her beloved husband, 
away on business, has been killed in a helicopter 
crash. Before Irene can even process the news, she 
must first confront the perplexing details of her hus-
band's death on the distant Caribbean island of St. 
John. After Irene and her sons arrive at this faraway 
paradise, they make yet another shocking discovery: 
her husband had been living a secret life. As Irene 
untangles a web of intrigue and deceit, and as she 
and her sons find themselves drawn into the vibrant 
island culture, they have to face the truth about their 
family, and about their own futures. 

WITH CHRISTMAS IN HIS HEART AND THE FOREST 
RANGER’S CHRISTMAS $13.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
GAIL GAYMER MARTIN, LEIGH BALE 
Finding their holiday home … With Christmas in 
His Heart by Gail Gaymer Martin: Caring for her 
grandmother was a labor of love, but Christine Pow-
ers worried about the paper piling up in her office. 
And as soon as she arrived on Mackinac Island, she 
was challenged by Will Lambert, her grandmother's 
boarder. His laid-back style and faith in this season 
of joy grew on her. But an ultimatum to return to 
work or lose her job forces Christine to make a diffi-
cult choice… The Forest Ranger's Christmas by 
Leigh Bale: Josie Rushton's in Camlin for the holi-
days--but only long enough to persuade her ailing 
grandfather to move closer to her. But Gramps 
doesn't want to move. Josie can't imagine what's so 
great about Camlin--until she meets forest ranger 
Clint Hamilton. She's soon falling for the town, Clint's 
charm and his adorable daughter. Can Clint con-
vince Josie that love and family are the best gifts of 
all? 

YOU LUCKY DOG $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JULIA LONDON  
An accidental dog swap unleashes an unexpected 
love match … Carly Kennedy's life is in a spiral. She 
is drowning in work, her divorced parents are going 
through their midlife crises, and somehow Carly's 
sister convinces her to foster Baxter--a basset 

hound rescue with a bad case of the blues. When 
Carly comes home late from work one day to discov-
er that the dog walker has accidentally switched out 
Baxter for another perkier, friendlier basset hound, 
she has reached the end of her leash. When Max 
Sheffington finds a depressed male basset hound in 
place of his cheerful Hazel, he is bewildered. But 
when cute, fiery Carly arrives on his doorstep, he is 
intrigued. He was expecting the dog walker, not a 
pretty woman with firm ideas about dog discipline. 
And Carly was not expecting a handsome, bespec-
tacled man to be feeding her dog mac and cheese. 
Baxter is besotted with Hazel, and Carly realizes she 
may have found the key to her puppy's happiness. 
For his sake, she starts to spend more time with 
Hazel and Max, until she begins to understand the 
appeal of falling for your polar opposite. 

YOURS TO KEEP BK#2 $19.95 TRADE P/BACK  
LAUREN LAYNE 
Man of the Year series. Bk#1 Yours in Scandal. An 
irresistible baseball star and a resistant hometown 
girl stumble into love … Pro baseball shortstop 
Carter Ramsey is about to be Citizen magazine's 
Man of the Year, but the only title that matters to him 
is out of reach: World Series MVP. Benched by a 
recent injury, Carter retreats to his hometown to 
recover. His ten-year class reunion and a potential 
reconciliation with the sweetheart he left behind 
could be perfect distractions. Until another old ac-
quaintance throws Carter a curveball. Olive Dunn 
admits that her former high school science partner is 
still a handsome charmer. But she wasn't swayed 
then, and she won't be swayed now. Because Olive 
remembers Carter's little shortcoming: he tends to 
bail the moment it suits him, without a backward 
glance. Best to keep her feelings strictly platonic 
while he's in town. Except the entitled boy she knew 
is a changed man: solid, reflective, and generous. 
As they ease back in to their familiar friendship, 
things take a surprising turn, and Carter and Olive 
must decide if what they have is a passing flirtation 
or a real shot at love. 

COMING IN OCTOBER: 
Last Christmas Cowboy—Maisey Yates 

The Merriest Magnolia—Michelle Major 

Smokin’ Hot Cowboy Christmas—Kim Redford 

Snow Angel Season—Emily March 

Blue Sky Cowboy Christmas—Joanne Kennedy 

California Christmas—Brenda Novak 

A Highlander is Coming to Town—Laura Trentham 

A Very Merry Match—Melinda Curtis, Hope Ramsay 

Wildflower Road—Janine Rosche 
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AGAINST THE SKY BK#2 $14.95 REISSUE  
KAT MARTIN 
Brodies of Alaska series. Bk#1 Against the Wild. In 
America's last wilderness there are no limits to what 
a man can do. For detective Nick Brodie, that means 
keeping the perps off the streets of Anchorage 24/7. 
Nick has never backed down from danger, but after 
the horrors he's seen, he's definitely in need of a 
break. Samantha Hollis never thought she'd meet 
anyone like Nick, especially in a place like Las Ve-
gas. But after one reckless, passionate night, she 
discovers the charismatic stranger is everything she 
wants in a man. But can he ever be more than a one-
night stand? When Nick invites her to Alaska, Sa-
mantha decides to find out, never guessing the 
depths she'll discover in him or the tangle of murder, 
kidnapping, and danger about to engulf them both . .  

AIRBORNE $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
DIANN MILLS  
Heather Lawrence's long-awaited vacation to Salz-
burg wasn't supposed to go like this. Mere hours into 
the transatlantic flight, the Houston FBI agent is 
awakened when passengers begin exhibiting horrific 
symptoms of an unknown infection. As the virus 
quickly spreads and dozens of passengers fall ill, 
Heather fears she's witnessing an epidemic similar to 
ones her estranged husband studies for a living-but 
this airborne contagion may have been deliberately 
released. While Heather remains quarantined with 
other survivors, she works with her FBI colleagues to 
identify the person behind this attack. The prime sus-
pect? Dr. Chad Lawrence, an expert in his field . . . 
and Heather's husband. The Lawrences' marriage 
has been on the rocks since Chad announced his 
career took precedence over his wife and future fami-
ly and moved out. As more victims fall prey days after 
the initial outbreak, time's running out to hunt down 
the killer, one who may be closer to the victims than 
anyone ever expected 

THE BLACK SWAN OF PARIS $39.95 HARDCOVER  
KAREN ROBARDS  
A world at war. A beautiful young star. A mission no 
one expected. Paris, 1944. Celebrated singer Gene-
vieve Dumont is both a star and a smokescreen. An 
unwilling darling of the Nazis, the chanteuse's posi-
tion of privilege allows her to go undetected as an 
ally to the resistance. When her estranged mother, 
Lillian de Rocheford, is captured by Nazis, Gene-
vieve knows it won't be long before the Gestapo suc-
ceeds in torturing information out of Lillian that will 
derail the upcoming allied invasion. The resistance 
movement is tasked with silencing her by any means 
necessary-including assassination. But Genevieve 
refuses to let her mother become yet one more victim 
of the war. Reuniting with her long-lost sister, she 
must find a way to navigate the perilous cross-
currents of Occupied France undetected-and in time 
to save Lillian's life. 

CHAOS $41.95 HARDCOVER  
IRIS JOHANSEN 
When CIA agent Alisa Flynn flaunts the rules by 
breaking into a mansion in the middle of the night, 
she skillfully circumvents alarms and outwits guards 
only to find herself standing in billionaire Gabe Kor-
gan's study . . . busted by Korgan himself. This could 
cost her her job unless, in a split second, she can 
turn the tables and try to convince him to join her on 
the most important mission of her life. In a ripped-
from-the-headlines plot, schoolgirls in Africa have 
been kidnapped, and Alisa knows that Korgan has 
the courage, financial means, and high-tech weapon-
ry to help rescue them. With so many innocent lives 
hanging in the balance, what she doesn't reveal is 
that one of those schoolgirls is like a little sister to 
her. But when the truth gets out, the stakes grow 
even higher. Calling in additional assistance from 
renowned horse whisperer Margaret Douglas, Alisa 
and Gabe lay their plans, only to see them descend 
into chaos as the line between right and wrong wa-
vers before them like a mirage. Every path is strewn 
with pitfalls, each likely to get them -- or the hostages 
-- killed. But with the help of a brave team and a 
horse with the heart of a warrior, they might just get 
out of this alive. 

COACHED TO DEATH BK#1 $14.95  
VICTORIA LAURIE 
Cat Cooper series. When Catherine Cooper settles 
in the Hamptons on the heels of a nasty split from her 
long-time husband, the luxurious coastal community 
turns out to be the perfect place for murder . . .Cat 
Cooper never imagined selling off her marketing firm 
would mean going from the pinnacle of success to a 
walking hot mess. Gouged from an unexpected di-
vorce, Cat suddenly finds herself struggling as a life 
coach for the hopelessly adrift in East Hampton and 
contending with Heather Holland--a spiteful neighbor 
who will do anything to bully her out of town. But her 
second act may very well continue behind bars when 
Heather's dead body turns up next to a shattered 
punchbowl . . . and Cat's pinned as the murderer. But 
given Heather's mean girl reputation, any one of the 
guests at her invite-only luncheon could have com-
mitted the crime. Determined not to trade designer 
duds for an unflattering prison jumpsuit, Cat sides 
with her best friend Gilley to scour chic boutiques and 
oceanfront mansions in search of the criminal who 
framed her. With a stoic detective looking to get her 
in cuffs, it's up to Cat to catch the real killer and land 
on her feet once again . . . 

CONARD COUNTY: HARD PROOF BK#46 $11.95 
RACHEL LEE  
Conard County: Next Generation series. Some-
thing sinister is at work in Conard County … Former 
soldier and newbie deputy Candela "Candy" Serrano 
is assigned as a liaison to Steve Hawks, the hand-
some host of TV's Ghostly Ties. She's skeptical of 
Steve's purposes, since chasing supernatural shad-
ows isn't Candy's idea of police work--until some very  
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real killings start occurring around town. Suddenly, 
Candy and Steve find themselves struggling to track 
down who's behind these vicious crimes...and how 
far they'll go to keep long-buried secrets from surfac-
ing. 

COVERT COVER UP BK#2 $12.95  
ELIZABETH GODDARD 
Mount Shasta Secrets series. Private investigator 
Katelyn Bradley rushes to help when she suspects a 
burglary at her neighbor Beck Goodwin's house--and 
arrives just in time to save him. The widowed dad is 
convinced the attack is linked to his wife's mysterious 
death, and now Katelyn is a target, too. Trapped in 
someone's crosshairs, can Beck and Katelyn uncover 
his late wife's lethal secrets...and keep each other 
alive? 

DEADLOCK BK#24 $41.95 HARDCOVER 
CATHERINE COULTER 
FBI Thriller series. Bk#1 The Cove. A young wife is 
forced to confront a decades-old deadly secret when 
a medium connects her to her dead grandfather. A 
vicious psychopath wants ultimate revenge against 
Savich, but first, she wants to destroy what he loves 
most--his family. A series of three red boxes are de-
livered personally to Savich at the Hoover Building, 
each one containing puzzle pieces of a town only FBI 
agent Pippa Cinelli recognizes. Savich sends in Ci-
nelli to investigate undercover but someone knows 
who she is. Savich and Sherlock are up to their eye-
brows in danger, but can they figure out the red box 
puzzle and the young wife's secret before it's too 
late? 

DEADLY MOUNTAIN PURSUIT $12.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
CAROL J POST, MARY ALFORD  
He's her only chance to survive… Lethal Legacy 
Showdown by Carol J. Post: Andrea Wheaton 
thought her parents' tragic deaths were accidental--
until she's attacked during a burglary at their home. 
Now she's also being targeted. Her ex-sweetheart 
Sheriff Deputy Bryce Caldwell insists on protecting 
her, though she refuses to trust him again. But with a 
killer closing in, can she and Bryce uncover her fami-
ly's secrets before it's too late for them both? Grave 
Peril by Mary Alford: Jamie Hendricks always be-
lieved her late father was innocent of murder...and 
now her uncle claims to have proof. But when she 
arrives in her hometown, her uncle has vanished--
and someone wants her dead. Jamie's ex-boyfriend, 
CIA agent Gavin Dalton, is the only person she 
trusts...even if he believes her dad killed his father. 
But can he help her uncover a deadly conspiracy that 
goes deeper than anyone expected? 

FLASH $15.95 REISSUE  
JAYNE ANN KRENTZ  
A self-made millionaire. A sassy entrepreneur. Their 
corporate merger might just set the night on fire …. 
Olivia Chantry may leave her desk in disarray, but 
she's a business dynamo--and the success of her 
Seattle-based company, Light Fantastic, keeps her 
from dwelling on her crumbled marriage. When Olivia 
inherits 49 percent of Glow, Inc., her uncle's high-
tech lighting firm, she butts heads with the interloper 
who bagged the other 51 percent: Jasper Sloan, a 
venture capitalist known as an orderly man with all 
his ducks in a row. Right from the start, the so-called 
partners nearly crash and burn--and can barely con-
tain the sexual energy crackling between them. But 
when they discover a blackmailer uncovering secrets 
inside Glow, Olivia and Jasper's steamy joint venture 
faces the acid test of truth...and a need for absolute 
trust. For when extortion turns to murder, a union of 
their minds--and hearts--might be their only chance 
to stay alive. 

FUGITIVE CHASE BK#1 $11.95  
JENNA NIGHT 
Rock Solid Bounty Hunters series. She'll need a 
cowboy bounty hunter's help to escape a criminal out 
for revenge… After her cousin's abusive ex-boyfriend 
jumps bail and threatens Ramona Miller for breaking 
them up, she's determined to help the police catch 
him--if he doesn't kill her first. Bounty hunter Harry 
Orlansky's on the job when he saves Ramona from 
his mark. But Harry can't protect her forever...and 
until he captures Ramona's relentless stalker, neither 
of them will be safe. 

HEART OF GOLD BK#3 $16.95  
BJ DANIELS 
Montana Justice series. Bk#1 Restless Heart. A 
cold case leads to present danger … Charlie Farm-
ington has been blaming herself for her stepsister 
Lindy's unsolved murder for fifteen years. Then, 
through the twinkling lights and pine-scented air of a 
Montana Christmas, she glimpses Lindy--alive--
standing on the street. Shocked and afraid, Charlie 
turns to the only person she can trust to help her: 
William "Shep" Shepherd, her first love, who knows 
all of Charlie's secrets...except one. The intriguing girl 
Shep fell hard for has become a breathtaking woman
--and now that she's back in his life, he'll do whatever 
he can to help her uncover what really happened to 
her sister. But when Charlie finally reveals the secret 
that ripped them apart all those years ago, Shep real-
izes how much danger is still lurking. For the truth 
about that night isn't just dark--it's deadly. And their 
second chance together could end before it's even 
begun... 

HERE COMES THE BODY BK#1 $14.95  
MARIA DIRICO  
Catering Hall Mystery. After her philandering hus-
band's boat went down, newly single Mia Carina went 
back to Astoria, the bustling Queens neighborhood of 
her youth. Living with her nonna and her oversized 

**Occasionally the first title in a series is not 
shown because the first, and even some subse-
quent books, particularly in a long series, are 
no longer readily available.** 



cat, Doorstop, she's got a whole new life--including 
some amateur sleuthing . . . Mia is starting work at 
Belle View, her father's catering hall, a popular spot 
for weddings, office parties, and more--despite the 
planes that occasionally roar overhead on their way 
to LaGuardia and rattle the crystal chandelier. Soon 
she's planning a bachelor party for a less-than-
gentlemanly groom. But it goes awry when the gigan-
tic cake is wheeled in and a deadly surprise is re-
vealed . . . Since some of her family's associates are 
on the shady side, the NYPD wastes no time in cast-
ing suspicion on Mia's father. Now, Mia's going to 
have to use all her street smarts to keep him out of 
Rikers Island . .  

HIDDEN BK#1 $14.95  
LAURA GRIFFIN  
Texas Murder Files series. When a woman is found 
brutally murdered on Austin's lakeside hike-and-bike 
trail, investigative reporter Bailey Rhoads turns up on 
the scene demanding access and answers. She tries 
to pry information out of the lead detective, Jacob 
Merritt. But this case is unlike any he's ever seen, and 
nothing adds up. With the pressure building, Jacob 
knows the last thing he needs is a romantic entangle-
ment, but he can't convince himself to stay away from 
Bailey. Bailey has a hunch that the victim wasn't who 
she claimed to be and believes this mugging-turned-
murder could have been a targeted hit. When she 
digs deeper, the trail leads her to a high-tech fortress 
on the outskirts of Austin, where researchers are 
pushing the boundaries of a cutting-edge technology 
that could be deadly in the wrong hands. As a ruth-
less hit man's mission becomes clear, Bailey and 
Jacob join together in a desperate search to locate 
the next target before the clock ticks down in this le-
thal game of hide-and-seek. 

HIS BRAND OF JUSTICE BK#4 $12.95  
DELORES FOSSEN  
Longview Ridge Ranch series. Can he help her 
recover her memory before they are both killed? The 
only person who knows who killed Marshal Jack Slat-
er's father is Caroline Moser. But the Texas profiler 
has no memory of the murder, her abduction...or 
Jack. And her witness-protection safe house has just 
been compromised. Now in Jack's protective custody, 
Caroline must trust her ex to help her recall her past 
before a murderer steals their future. 

A MADNESS OF SUNSHINE $16.95 P/BACK RELEASE 
NALINI SINGH  
A remote town on the edge of the world where even 
the blinding brightness of the sun can't mask the 
darkness that lies deep within a killer.... On the rug-
ged West Coast of New Zealand, Golden Cove is 
more than just a town where people live. The adults 
are more than neighbors; the children, more than 
schoolmates. That is until one fateful summer--and 
several vanished bodies--shatters the trust holding 
Golden Cove together. All that's left are whispers 
behind closed doors, broken friendships, and a silent 
agreement to not look back. But they can't run from 

the past forever. Eight years later, a beautiful young 
woman disappears without a trace, and the residents 
of Golden Cove wonder if their home shelters some-
thing far more dangerous than an unforgiving land-
scape. It's not long before the dark past collides with 
the haunting present and deadly secrets come to 
light. 

MONTANA MOUNTAIN DEADLOCK $13.95  
2IN1 REISSUE 
SHARON DUNN  
Danger on the mountain … Montana Standoff: Kid-
napped and dragged into the wilderness, Sarah Lang-
ston has no idea where her brother is or why her cap-
tors want him. But when help arrives and removes 
her blindfold, she's shocked to see the father of the 
baby she gave up for adoption, former police officer 
Bryan Keyes. Now the two must join forces to save 
Sarah's brother. Can they rekindle a love that hap-
pened too soon? Big Sky Showdown: When 
Heather Jacobs climbs a Montana mountain to pay 
her respects to her late father, she never expects to 
be running for her life to escape an enemy from her 
guide's past. Though Zane Scofield knows their pur-
suer, he's not sure why the man is after him now. 
Only his wits--and an unlikely partner in the deter-
mined woman fighting beside him--can save them. 

MURDER TAKE TWO BK#10 $14.95  
CAROL J PERRY 
Witch City Mystery. Bk#1 Caught Dead-Handed. 
When a copycat killer has reporter Lee Barrett brush-
ing up on ancient history, it's a test where failure 
could be lethal . . . As a Salem, Massachusetts, na-
tive, WICH-TV field reporter and amateur sleuth Lee 
Barrett is well versed in the region's lore. So when the 
murder of revered local professor Samuel Bond re-
sembles a killing from almost two centuries ago, eve-
ryone is on edge. Especially assistant professor Cody 
McGinnis . . . Not only did Cody have differences with 
Bond, he even taught a course on the historic murder. 
And when his fingerprints and ladder are found at the 
crime scene, the police are certain of his guilt. Cody's 
family, however, believes otherwise and asks Lee for 
assistance. Now, with the help of her clairvoyant cat, 
O'Ryan, her tech-savvy librarian aunt and housemate 
Ibby, and Pete Mondello, her handsome detective 
beau, Lee will delve deeper than ever into Salem's 
past--and into her own psychic gifts--to find the real 
killer--before someone else is history . . . 

NIGHT SHIFT BK#2 $14.95  
ANNELISE RYAN 
Helping Hands Mystery. Bk#1 Needled to Death. 
When social worker Hildy Schneider commits to an 
after-hours side job, she finds herself drawn into the 
darker side of small-town Sorenson, Wisconsin--and 
the twisted mind of an unnamed killer . . . Strange 
things have been happening since Hildy started 
moonlighting with local police, but a desperate late-
night call involving a former patient from Sorenson 
General Hospital tops the list. Although Danny Hilde-
brand has been tormented by hallucinations for years,  
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he swears he's being haunted for real by the victim 
of a grisly murder . . . The rambling ghost story 
seems like another delusion. But after a body turns 
up in a neglected farmhouse crawling with secrets, 
Hildy and the magnetic Detective Bob Richmond 
rush to explain Danny's knowledge of the incident. 
As the crime-solving partners unwittingly grow closer 
while examining a series of eerie leads, they realize 
that surviving past sunrise means shedding light on 
a criminal willing to do whatever it takes to stay in 
the shadows . . . 

NOWHERE TO HIDE BK#2 $14.95 REISSUE  
LESLIE A. KELLY 
Hollywood Heat series. Bk#1 I’ll Be Watching You 
(aka Watching You). Police officer Rowan Winches-
ter wants nothing to do with his celebrity family's 
legacy. Working with the LAPD is his way of atoning 
for the Winchesters' dark and secretive past. And, 
right now, the last thing Rowan needs is true-crime 
novelist Evie Fleming nosing around the most notori-
ous deaths in Los Angeles -- including the ones that 
haunt his own family. To make things worse, he's 
torn between wanting the wickedly smart writer out 
of his city . . . and just plain wanting her. While re-
searching her latest book, Evie suspects that a dan-
gerous new killer is prowling the City of Angels. Now 
she just has to convince the devastatingly handsome 
cop that she's right. Soon Evie and Rowan are work-
ing together to try to find the killer, even as their at-
traction ignites. But when the killer hones in on Evie, 
she and Rowan realize they'll have to solve this case 
fast if they want to stay alive. (previously published 
as Wanting You) 

PROTECTIVE ORDER BK#3 $12.95  
RITA HERRON  
Badge of Honor series. Bk#1 Mysterious Abduc-
tion. Changing her name and identity may not be 
enough to save her from a killer. Reese Taggart's 
search for her sister's stalker lands her in Whistler, 
NC, following a fiery fatality. There, she must win the 
trust of arson investigator Griff 
Maverick. But that will be particular-
ly difficult since she's using a fake 
identity in an effort not to scare 
away her target. But as the pair 
closes in on the criminal, can Griff 
stop Reese from using herself as 
bait to trap the diabolical killer? 

SEE HER DIE BK#2 $20.95 TRADE P/BACK  
MELINDA LEIGH (RELEASED 15TH SEP) 
Bree Taggart series. Bk#1 Cross Her Heart. Sheriff 
Bree Taggert is both hunter and hunted in #1 Ama-
zon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling au-
thor Melinda Leigh's blood-freezing thriller of murder, 
rage, and revenge. New sheriff Bree Taggert is 
called to a shooting in a campground shuttered for 
the winter. But she arrives to find a perplexing crime. 
There is no shooter, no victim, and no blood. No one 

but Bree believes the sole witness, Alyssa, a home-
less teenager who insists she saw her friend shot. 
Bree calls in former deputy Matt Flynn and his K-9 to 
track the killer and search for Alyssa's friend. They 
discover the battered corpse of a missing university 
student under the ice in Grey Lake--but it's not the 
victim they were looking for. When two more stu-
dents go missing and additional bodies turn up, Bree 
must find the link between the victims. She knows 
only one thing for certain: the murders are fueled by 
rage. When Alyssa disappears, Bree must race 
against time to find her before her witness becomes 
another victim. 

SHIELDING KINLEY BK#2 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SUSAN STOKER  
Delta Team Two series. Bk#1 Shielding Gillian. 
Being raised in the foster system has made Kinley 
Taylor feel like a lifelong outcast, but it's witnessing a 
young girl's last few minutes on Earth that proves 
just how alone she truly is. Kinley has no one to turn 
to, no family, no friends...except perhaps the gor-
geous Delta Force soldier she met months ago. The 
one she ignored when he'd tried to keep in touch, 
convinced he couldn't really be interested in a rela-
tionship. When Kinley ghosts him not once, but 
twice, Gage "Lefty" Haskins takes the hint. Clearly 
the pretty personal assistant didn't feel the same 
connection he did. Or so he assumes...until she 
shows up in Texas, on the run for her life after al-
ready surviving an assassination attempt. Lefty 
couldn't turn her away even if he wanted to--and he 
doesn't. The longer he knows her, the greater the 
connection he feels. He just has to keep Kinley alive 
long enough to convince her she's The One. Easier 
said than done, when the man who wants her dead 
has friends in high places...and a very patient hitman 
on retainer. 

SMOKESCREEN BK#25 $15.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
IRIS JOHANSEN 
Eve Duncan series. Bk#1 The Face of Deception. 
Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan journeys to Africa to 
help families torn apart by a violent attack deep in 
the jungle -- but she may be putting herself in more 
danger than she knows. A journalist shows up on 
Eve Duncan's doorstep with a plea for help. Jill Cas-
sidy has just come from a small African village with a 
heart wrenching story: half the villagers -- many of 
them children -- have been killed in a horrific attack 
by guerrilla soldiers, the bodies burned beyond 
recognition. Now, the families desperately need 
Eve's help to get closure and begin to heal. But 
when Eve arrives in the remote jungle, she begins to 
suspect that Jill's plea may have been a cover story 
for a deeper, more sinister plot. Isolated and unsure 
who she can trust, Eve finds herself stranded in an 
unstable country where violence threatens to break 
out again at any moment and with only her own in-
stincts to rely on if she hopes to get home to her 
family alive . . . 
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THICK AS THIEVES $37.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SANDRA BROWN 
A woman, seeking to learn her father's involvement in 
a twenty-year-old heist that ended in murder, runs 
afoul of his accomplices. Twenty years ago in the 
dead of night, four seemingly random individuals 
pulled the ultimate heist and almost walked away with 
half a million dollars. But by daybreak, their plan had 
been shot to hell. One of them was in the hospital. 
One was in jail. One was dead. And one got away 
with it. Arden Maxwell, the daughter of the man who 
disappeared all those years ago -- presumably with 
the money, after murdering his accomplice -- has 
never reconciled with her father's abandonment of 
her and her sister. After countless personal setbacks 
she decides to return to her family home near myste-
rious Caddo Lake, and finally get answers to the 
many questions that torment her. Little does she 
know, two of her father's co-conspirators -- a war 
hero and a corrupt district attorney -- are watching 
her every move. Ledge Burnet, a rebellious teen at 
the time of the heist, evaded his jail sentence by en-
listing in the army. Now he's back in town to care for 
his ailing father -- and to keep his eye on the county's 
corrupt district attorney, whom he suspects was the 
real murderer. Although the two are bound to silence 
because of the crime they committed together, each 
has spent years waiting and hoping that the other will 
make a fatal misstep. But the arrival of their elusive 
accomplice's daughter, Arden, who may know more 
about the missing money than she's telling, sets them 
both on red alert. She ignites Ledge's determination 
to expose the D.A.'s treachery.  

TWO REASONS TO RUN BK#2 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK 
COLLEEN COBLE  
Pelican Harbor series. Bk#1 One Little Lie. A lie 
changed her world. Police Chief Jane Hardy is still 
reeling from the scandal that rocked her small-town 
department just as she took over for her retired father
--the man who wrecked her life with one little lie. Now 
she's finally been reunited with her presumed-dead 
fifteen-year-old son, Will, and his father, documentari-
an Reid Bechtol. A crisis looms. When a murder 
aboard the oil platform Zeus exposes an environmen-
tal terrorist's plot to flood Mobile Bay with crude oil, 
Jane and Reid must put their feelings for each other 
behind them and work together to prevent the rig 
from being sabotaged. A killer targets her son. Then 
the terrorist puts her son Will's life on the line. Pro-
tecting him could be the common ground they need . 
. . but then ghosts from the past threaten to ruin Jane 
and Reid for good. She's got plenty of reasons to run. 
But what if she stays? 

WHEN YOU SEE ME BK#11 $24.95  
TRADE P/BACK RELEASE  
LISA GARDNER  
Detective D. D. Warren series. Bk#1 Alone. Detec-
tive D. D. Warren, Flora Dane, and Kimberly Quincy 
investigate a mysterious murder from the past . . . 
which points to a dangerous and chilling present-day 

crime. FBI Special Agent Kimberly Quincy and Ser-
geant Detective D. D. Warren have built a task force 
to follow the digital bread crumbs left behind by de-
ceased serial kidnapper Jacob Ness. When a disturb-
ing piece of evidence is discovered in the hills of 
Georgia, they bring Flora Dane and true-crime savant 
Keith Edgar to a small town where something seems 
to be deeply wrong. What at first looks like a Gothic 
eeriness soon hardens into something much more 
sinister . . . and they discover that for all the evil Ja-
cob committed while alive, his worst secret is still to 
be revealed. Quincy and D.D. must summon their 
considerable skills and experience to crack the most 
disturbing case of their careers--and Flora must face 
her own past directly in the hope of saving others. 

WITCHES AND WEDDING CAKE BK#9 $14.95  
BAILEY CATES  
Magical Bakery Mystery. Bk#1 Brownies and 
Broomsticks. Baker Katie Lightfoot is crafting her own 
magical wedding cake and tracking down a malicious 
murderer … Katie will be marrying firefighter Declan 
McCarthy in less than a week, and she's still finding 
time to run the Honeybee Bakery, where she infuses 
sweets and treats with special spells and cheerful 
charms. But her hope of getting hitched without a 
hitch is short-lived. When Declan's family shows up 
early to enjoy a few extra days in Savannah, his 
youngest sister finds an unsavory surprise: her ex-
husband, dead in a hotel room hours after they ar-
gued. The ex was scam artist with a lot of enemies, 
but the argument puts Declan's sister under suspi-
cion. Between dress fittings and dough-kneading, 
Katie--along with her witchy friends in the spellbook 
club--will really have to work some magic to figure out 
who killed the con man...or there may not be a wed-
ding. 

WITHOUT A TRACE BK#1 $11.95  
AMANDA STEVENS  
Echo Lake series. Rae Cavanaugh would do any-
thing to find her kin. Even join forces with Tom Bran-
non. The disappearance of Rae Cavanaugh's sister 
rocked the community of Echo Lake. So when Rae's 
niece mysteriously goes missing fifteen years later, 
county sheriff Tom Brannon is determined to find her. 
But as the electricity between the two sparks, Rae 
soon discovers--despite her misgivings--that Tom is 
the only one she can trust... 

COMING IN OCTOBER: 
Burn You Twice—Mary Burton 
Securing Kaylee—Susan Stoker 
Hellbent—Shannon McKenna 
Witness Security Breach—Juno Rushdan 
Lethal Edge—Kaylea Cross 
The Silent Dolls—Rita Herron 
Point of Danger—Irene Hannon 
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PARANORMAL & FANTASY 

THE BLOOD KING BK#2 $14.95  
ABIGAIL OWENS  
Inferno rising series. Bk#1 The Rogue King. Ruth-
less dragon king Ladon Ormarr must keep his throne-
-and his people--safe from the cruel High King at all 
costs. With war on the horizon, he'll need a miracle to 
protect his clan. Luckily, the fates have dropped the 
irresistible Skylar Amon right into his lap. Or so he 
thought. Because the last thing this phoenix wants is 
him. A phoenix mate is the ticket to securing his 
throne, but this fiery Amon sister detests Ladon, 
doesn't stick to protocols, and regularly offends his 
warriors and advisers. Skylar also has no intention of 
sticking around, nor does she believe in the whole 
destined-mates thing. But if it means taking out the 
High King who murdered her parents, she'll put up 
with the too-sexy-for-her-sanity Ladon...temporarily. 
Their mating bond may make them want to tear off 
their clothes, but outside the bedroom...well, Ladon is 
positive the fates hate him. Just as he starts to win 
over the mercurial phoenix, everything goes to hell 
when the High King makes his final move. And Ladon 
will burn down the world to keep the mate he is unwill-
ing to live without. 

BLOOD OF ZEUS BK#1 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
MEREDITH WILD, ANGEL PAYNE 
Blood of Zeus series. An ancient grudge. A forbid-
den love. The only thing worse than being a demon is 
being a Valari. As an undergraduate at Los Angeles's 
Alameda University, Kara Valari can sometimes suc-
ceed at forgetting she's both. Lost between the pages 
of the classics and tucked into the shadows of lecture 
halls, she can dodge the paparazzi's lenses as well as 
her family's publicized dramas--not to mention their 
private expectations. She has one more year to feed 
her true passions. Then she'll be expected to fulfill a 
much darker destiny. Cursed with inexplicable 
strength and godlike stature, literature professor Maxi-
mus Kane knows all about darkness. Every day he's 
reminded of the missteps of his childhood and the 
devastating consequences they've had on those dear-
est to him. To atone, Maximus spends his nights 
alone and his days submerged in the quiet life of aca-
demia. His existence has become a study in control, 
and he's become a master at it--until Kara Valari 
walks into his toughest course. Viscerally, Kara's eve-
rything he craves. Logically, she's everything he re-
jects. She's a starlet of privilege. She's also a student. 
And after one touch, he can't deny that she's awak-
ened something in him that may never go dormant. 
Nothing about her makes sense, but everything about 
her feels right. Especially in the deepest strands of his 
DNA, which are still shadows of mystery to him--a 
mystery Kara seems determined to uncover. She's 
Hollywood royalty. She's forbidden fruit. And he's 
pretty sure she could be the answer to everything. 

DARK SONG BK#34 $38.95 HARDCOVER  
CHRISTINE FEEHAN  
Dark Carpathians series. Bk#1 Dark Prince. … Sto-
len from her home at a young age and tormented for 
centuries, Elisabeta Trigovise is scared to show her-
self to anyone. Even though she has been rescued 
and is now safe within the Carpathian compound, she 
has lived in fear for so long she has no idea how to 
survive without it. She wants to answer the siren call 
of her lifemate--but the very thought terrifies her. Be-
fore he found Elisabeta, Ferro Arany was an ancient 
warrior without emotion. Now that his senses have 
come alive, he knows it will take more than kind 
words and soft touches to convince the fractured 
woman that they are partners, not master and prison-
er. For now, he will give her his strength until she 
finds hers, allowing the steady rhythm of his heart to 
soothe Elisabeta's fragile soul. But even as she learns 
to stand on her own, the vampire who kept her cap-
tive is desperate to claim her again, threatening the 
song Elisabeta and Ferro are writing together. 

DON'T HEX AND DRIVE BK#2 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK 
JULIETTE CROSS  
Stay A Spell series. Bk#1 Wolf Gone Wild. One taste 
of her is all it takes. He's playing for keeps… Notori-
ously bad at peopling, Isadora Savoie spends most of 
her time in the greenhouse or at the local animal shel-
ter, using her Conduit powers of growth and healing. 
Content to remain in the background of the Savoie 
sister shenanigans, she's reluctantly roped into the 
mystery of missing neighborhood girls. Now, she's 
partnered with a flashy, flirty vampire to find them 
before it's too late. Devraj Kumar has seen and done 
it all. Three hundred years roaming the earth as a 
Stygorn-a legendary vampire warrior who operates in 
the shadows-has its perks. But ennui has set in. That 
is, until he has a run-in-literally-with an intriguing witch 
while on a new assignment in New Orleans. Fascinat-
ed by her resistance to his charms, Devraj can't help 
but push her buttons in an effort to get to know the 
shy witch. Fortunately for him, she's been recruited by 
the Lord of Vampires to assist Devraj on the case. 
Between a Bollywood marathon, supernatural dating 
app, secret package, and sexy driving instruction, 
Isadora is in over her head. And Devraj? After just 
one taste, he's playing for keeps. 

EMERALD BLAZE BK#5 $14.95  
ILONA ANDREWS  
Hidden Legacy series. Bk#1 Burn For Me. As Prime 
magic users, Catalina Baylor and her sisters have 
extraordinary powers--powers their ruthless grand-
mother would love to control. Catalina can earn her 
family some protection working as deputy to the War-
den of Texas, overseeing breaches of magic law in 
the state, but that has risks as well. When House Bay-
lor is under attack and monsters haunt her every step, 
Catalina is forced to rely on handsome, dangerous 
Alessandro Sagredo, the Prime who crushed her 
heart. The nightmare that Alessandro has fought 
since childhood has come roaring back to life, but 
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now Catalina is under threat. Not even his lifelong 
quest for revenge will stop him from keeping her 
safe, even if every battle could be his last. Because 
Catalina won't rest until she stops the use of the illicit, 
power-granting serum that's tearing their world apart. 

ENCHANT THE NIGHT $14.95  
AMANDA ASHLEY  
In the arms of a centuries-old vampire, a woman 
awakens to newfound passion--and magical powers 
of her own. Hungarian vampires are born, not made--
and can breed with mortal females. Being one of the 
oldest of his kind, Quill Falconer has honed his skills 
at hunting just the right kind of prey, which is why his 
latest victim confounds him. She shouldn't remember 
his drinking her blood. And he shouldn't still be crav-
ing more . . .Callie Hathaway's life is as normal as it 
can be after the death of the beloved grandmother 
who raised her. Until one night, feeling foggy and 
fatigued, she realizes that a strangely sensual en-
counter with a dark, handsome man didn't occur only 
in her imagination. As Callie and Quill's unique con-
nection draws them together, an ancient order of 
knights seeks Quill's destruction. Being together puts 
Callie in mortal danger--until she uncovers a magical 
family legacy. Side by side they'll fight for survival, 
and for each other, as the brotherhood of vampire 
hunters gather for one final showdown. 

THE ETERNAL HIGHLANDER $14.95 REISSUE  
LYNSAY SANDS, HANNAH HOWELL 
WHEN DARKNESS FALLS … Cathal MacNachton 
and Connall MacAdie are cousins bound by far more 
than blood ties and the rugged Highland landscape 
their clan calls home. The ancient curse of their an-
cestry has fated them to live by night with an un-
quenchable thirst that neither can tame. The only 
thing that can save their souls is marriage to Outsid-
ers-mortals whose untainted blood will weaken the 
curse in their children and break the chains of fear 
that have made their clan a breed apart. Bridget Cal-
lan and Eva Caxton are the women who will shape 
the clan's destiny. Marriage to these strange and 
mysterious men will rescue each of them from des-
perate circumstances-and draw them into a web of 
danger, desire, and intrigue... 

INFERNO BK#5 $14.95 
DONNA GRANT 
Dark Kings series. Bk#1 Darkest Flame. King of 
Dragon Kings. Driven, ruthless, shrewd. The weight 
of survival for Constantine and his brethren has 
pushed him to set aside his own yearnings--for now. 
He's the most powerful of all Dragon Kings, and Con 
will stop at nothing to destroy anyone who dares to 
threaten his existence. For years, Con has hidden his 
pain--his desperation--for there is one smoldering 
beauty that he craves above all else, even if he feels 
he doesn't deserve her. However, his enemies are at 
every corner. There is no one left to trust. But none of 
that matters anymore: There is only one thing that 
Con wants. With this one woman by his side, he can 
fight for the freedom of his fellow men-in-arms. All 
Con has to do is get her to surrender her heart...and 

be his for all time. 

THE JACKAL BK#1 $38.95 HARDCOVER 
JR WARD 
Black Dagger Brotherhood: Prison Camp series. 
The location of the glymera's notorious prison camp 
was lost after the raids. When a freak accident pro-
vides Nyx clues to where her sister may still be doing 
time, she becomes determined to find the secret sub-
terranean labyrinth. Embarking on a journey under 
the earth, she learns a terrible truth--and meets a 
male who changes everything forever. The Jackal 
has been in the camp for so long he cannot recall 
anything of the freedom he once knew. Trapped by 
circumstances out of his control, he helps Nyx be-
cause he cannot help himself. After she discovers 
what happened to her sister, getting her back out 
becomes a deadly mission for them both. United by a 
passion they can't deny, they work together on an 
escape plan for Nyx--even though their destiny is to 
be forever apart. And as the Black Dagger Brother-
hood is called upon for help, and Rhage discovers he 
has a half-brother who's falsely imprisoned, a devi-
ous warden plots the deaths of them all...even the 
Brothers. 

SEASON OF THE WOLF BK#4 $14.95  
MARIA VALE 
Legend of All Wolves series. Bk#1 The Last Wolf. 
In a world of danger and uncertainty, the Alpha has 
enough to worry about without him… For Alpha Evie 
Kitwanasdottir, things are never easy. The Great 
North Pack has just survived a deadly attack. Evie is 
determined to do whatever is necessary to keep her 
Pack safe, especially from the four Shifters who are 
their prisoners. Constantine lost his parents and his 
humanity on the same devastating day. He has been 
a thoughtless killer ever since. When Constantine is 
moved to live under Evie's watchful eye, he discovers 
that taking directions and having a purpose are not 
the same thing. Each moment spent together brings 
new revelations to Constantine, who begins to under-
stand the loneliness of being Alpha. He finds strength 
and direction in helping Evie, but there is no room for 
a small love in the Pack, so Constantine must work 
harder than ever to prove to Evie he is capable of a 
love big enough for the Great North Pack itself. 

SHADOWS IN DEATH BK#51 $39.95 HARDCOVER  
JD ROBB  
In Death series. Bk#1 Naked in Death. While Lt. Eve 
Dallas examines a fresh body in Washington Square 
Park, her husband, Roarke, spots a man among the 
onlookers he's known since his younger days on the 
streets of Dublin. A man who claims to be his half 
brother. A man who kills for a living--and who burns 
with hatred for him. Eve is quick to suspect that the 
victim's spouse--resentful over his wife's affair and 
poised to inherit her fortune--would have happily paid 
an assassin to do his dirty work. Roarke is just as 
quick to warn her that if Lorcan Cobbe is the hitman, 
she needs to be careful. Law enforcement agencies 
worldwide have pursued this cold-hearted killer for  
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years, to no avail. And his lazy smirk when he looked 
Roarke's way indicates that he will target anyone who 
matters to Roarke...and is confident he'll get away 
with it. Eve and Roarke are desperate to protect each 
other. Together, they're determined to find Cobbe 
before he finds them--even if it takes them across the 
Atlantic, far outside Eve's usual jurisdiction... 

THE SIREN AND THE DEEP BLUE SEA BK#2 $23.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
KERRELYN SPARKS 
Embraced by Magic series. Bk#1 How To Love Your 
Elf. Raised on the magic-seeped Isle of Moon, Maeve 
is used to unusual powers--and the way they fuel the 
politics of her world. But when she discovers an ability 
to shape-shift at will, she knows who she wants to 
share it with first. Brody, the enigmatic, infuriating 
shifter-spy has always made time for Maeve. But it's 
been almost two months since she's seen him. And 
though no one else believes Brody is in danger, 
Maeve is more than ready to rescue him herself. The 
rumors Brody's investigating are terrifying: a secret 
army of magic-users, in the service of the cruel Circle 
of Five. But when he uncovers the identity of one of 
the Five, the mission becomes personal. Cursed as a 
boy by the Sea Witch, Brody can spend only two 
hours a day in his human form, a restriction that limits 
his future and muzzles his heart. Plus Maeve teases 
him for being such a pretty doggy instead of appreci-
ating his manly charms. To win his freedom, he must 
take on a terrible disguise. And when Maeve finds out, 
she'll unleash a tempest like no other . . . 

UNJUST CAUSE BK#2 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK  
TATE HALLAWAY  
Alex Connor series. Bk#1 Precinct 13. Alex Connor 
thought that being the South Dakota Hughes County 
Coroner was going to be a boring, cushy job. She 
didn't count on the fact that her first case would leave 
her with a magical, living tattoo and 
awaken her latent magical powers. 
Now she's a full-fledged member of 
Precinct 13, a paranormal police unit, 
and is trying to make a life with her 
dragon familiar, Valentine. Just when 
things seem to be settling down, bod-
ies start falling out of the sky... literally. 

COMING IN OCTOBER: 
Lethal Game—Christine Feehan 
Immortal Angel—Lynsay Sands 
Sinner—J R Ward 
Shards of Frost—Suzanne Wright 
Unseen—Thea Harrison 
Joy to the Wolves—Terry Spear 

 

 

 

 

 

ROMANTICA 

DARE TO TEMPT BK#2 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK 
CARLY PHILLIPS (266 PAGES)  
Dare Nation series. Bk#1 Dare to Resist. Damon 
Prescott had it all. Star quarterback. Money. Fame. 
Now? He's being accused of taking performance en-
hancing drugs and banned from the sport and team 
he loves. Determined to prove he's innocent, he hires 
tough as nails private investigator, Evie Wolfe. She's 
able to bring a man to his knees with a glare, yet sen-
sual in ways that take him off guard - and she's every-
thing Damon didn't know he needed. Evie's used to 
men dismissing her, especially playboys like Damon 
Prescott so she's not buying the sexual lines he's try-
ing to sell. She's with him to do a job, nothing more. 
But you know what they say about the best laid 
plans? Sometimes you end up between the sheets 
with an arrogant football player anyway. But when the 
case is over, can Damon convince Evie she's the only 
woman for him or will she leave him tied up in love? 

THE MONEY MAN BK#1 $20.95 TRADE P/BACK  
NANCY HERKNESS (270 PAGES)  
Consultants series. New Jersey bookkeeper Alice 
Thurber has a carefully constructed risk-free life. Eve-
rything in perfect balance. Until little discrepancies 
show up in her clients' accounts. Most would ignore it. 
Not the impeccably precise Alice. In desperation she 
reaches out to a high-powered consulting firm for 
help. New York City's movie-star handsome financial 
wizard Derek Killion reaches back. All he has to do is 
smile and Alice's fantasies stir. A cofounder of KRG, 
Derek's promise is to advise small-business owners in 
trouble. He never guessed that assisting the diffident 
but sexy Alice would be so captivating and make it so 
hard to keep his desires in check. But just as intri-
guing is the alarming puzzle behind the computer 
glitch that's unsettled his client. As the investigation 
unfolds, they must also confront an attraction too pal-
pable to ignore. Every new dark twist they follow is 
only bringing them closer together--in passion and in 
danger. 

A RECKLESS NOTE BK#1 $26.95 TRADE P/BACK  
LISA RENEE JONES (288 PAGES)  
Brilliance Trilogy. Passion, seduction, and my fami-
ly's secret that could change everything. I went look-
ing for my missing brother, but instead, I found him: 
Kace August. He's dark. He's dangerous. He makes 
me want things I can't have and brings me into a 
world of forbidden seduction. But I just can't seem to 
walk away. 

THE RETURN BK#8.45 $16.95 TRADE P/BACK  
TIFFANY REISZ (122 PAGES)  
Original Sinners series. Bk#1 The Siren. When 
Kingsley left Madame and her château of sexual won-
ders, he never expected to set foot within her looking-
glass world of pleasure and pain again. He'd turned 
down Madame's offer to serve at her feet--tempting as 
it was--and was thus forbidden from ever returning. 
Even if he wanted to go back, he didn't know its loca-
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tion. Over twenty years have now passed. Kingsley 
has built his own empire of pleasure and pain...but 
when his lover Søren tracks down the location of the 
unassuming château in the French countryside, he 
feels compelled to return. This time, however, he 
won't be going into Madame's world alone...he'll be 
bringing his own sadist along with him. 

RISING BK#4 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK 
LAURELIN PAIGE (294 PAGES)  
Slay Quartet. Bk#1 Rivalry. The stakes have never 
been higher, and she's full of the devil. Edward 
Fasbender is my husband. Together, 
we brought down powerful men. Now 
we have a chance to start over. To be 
the family neither of us ever had, to 
leave the past in the past where it 
belongs. Edward has a choice to 
make. It will decide if we fall into the 
flames-or rise together. 

THE TAKEOVER BK#2 $20.95 TRADE P/BACK  
TL SWAN  
Miles High Club series. Bk#1 The Stopover. He's 
sexy, rich, and her mortal enemy. I first met Tristan 
Miles at a meeting where he was trying to take over 
my late husband's company. He was powerful, arro-
gant, and infuriatingly gorgeous, and I hated him with 
every cell in my body. In the shock of the century, he 
called me three days later and asked me on a date. I 
would rather die than date a man like him--though I 
do have to admit it was good for the ego. Turning him 
down was the highlight of my year. Six months later, 
he was the guest speaker at a conference I attended 
in France. Still arrogant and infuriating--but this time, 
surprisingly charming and witty. When he looked at 
me, I got butterflies. But he's just a player in a hot 
suit, and I'm just a widow with three unruly sons. I 
just need this conference to be over. Because every-
body knows that Tristan Miles always gets what he 
wants...and what he wants is me. 

YOUR DAD WILL DO BK#1 $19.95 TRADE P/BACK  
KATEE ROBERT (148 PAGES)  
Touch of Taboo series. I've been harboring a dark 
secret for two long years. I've been fantasizing about 
my fiancé's father, thinking filthy thoughts that a good 
daughter-in-law should not be indulging in. So when I 
catch my fiancé cheating on me, there's only one 
revenge that will fulfill all my needs. I'm going to se-
duce his father. It's wrong and I don't care. I want 
him, so I mean to have him. After this weekend, my 
ex won't be the only one who calls his father Daddy. 

COMING IN OCTOBER: 
The Boyfriend Effect—Kendall Ryan 
Endeared—JS Scott 
Follow Me Darkly—Helen Hardt 
Artful Lies—Jodi Ellen Malpas 
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ASK ME WHY $3.95  
JODI THOMAS, MARIE FORCE, VIRGINIA KANTRA, 
SHIRLEY JUMP (CONTEMPORARY) 
You'll Be Mine by Marie Force: Will Abbott and 
Cameron Murphy are finally ready to tie the knot--as 
long as family, friends and a love-struck moose don't 
get in the way. Midnight Bet by Jodi Thomas: 
When cousins Rick and Lizzy Matheson of Harmony, 
Texas, wind up on the wrong side of an attempted 
shooting, they know they're in deep. Still, the biggest 
danger is losing their hearts--Rick to an old flame and 
Lizzy to an old friend she'd never noticed before... 
Wrapped Around Your Finger by Shirley Jump: 
Maggie McBride is just one of the guys in the hard-
knocks world of construction. Until she's dared to ask 
Nick Patterson to a wedding, enticing her to knock 
down some walls--and risk falling in love. Carolina 
Heart by Virginia Kantra: Determined to leave her 
wild past behind, Cynthie Lodge is forging a new life 
for herself and her daughters--one that's man-free 
and drama-free. But when her high school crush 
shows up on Dare Island, he's determined to make 
her break her rules... 

BE WITH ME $3.95  
MAYA BANKS  (ROMANTICA) 
Hutch Bishop, Cam Douglas, and Sawyer Pritchard 
were juvenile delinquents with a reckless and wildly 
sexy side. But they had more in common than that. 
They had Regina Fallon, a wealthy but lonely girl 
from the right side of the tracks who formed an unu-
sual friendship with the boys. She felt protected. She 
felt needed. She felt loved...for the first time in her 
life. By all three. Today, she's a police officer, dedi-
cated to her badge, and wary of reigniting her rela-
tionship with the hot trio after one night of passion left 
her confused--and stunned--by what they wanted 
from her. But when a mysterious attempt is made on 
her life, Hutch, Cam, and Sawyer jump in to protect 
her again. Now, the four are forming an all-new bond. 
It's more exciting, more intense, and--as a killer 
looms in the shadows--more dangerous than ever 
before. 

THE BLACK LIST BK#4 $3.95 
ROBIN BURCELL (SUSPENSE) 
Sydney Fitzpatrick series. The first death was ruled 
an accident. But when a second accountant from 
A.D.E.--a popular relief organization that resettles 
East African refugees--turns up dead, FBI Special 
Agent and forensic artist Sydney Fitzpatrick is called 
in to lend her expertise in an increasingly troubling 
case. Not only is the charity backed by a powerful 
U.S. senator, but the investigation reveals that its 
funds have been siphoned off to bankroll terrorist 
cells in black list countries, and Sydney fears the 
consequences. And it may already be too late. Death 
has crossed the border from Mexico and is now 
heading toward Washington, D.C. Time is rapidly 
running out--and unless Sydney and her partner,  
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Zachary Griffin, can get to the root of a monstrous 
conspiracy, untold thousands will die in a nuclear 
nightmare and a nation will be reduced to chaos. 

CALL ME WILD BK#2 $3.95  
ROBIN KAYE (CONTEMPORARY) 
Call Me Wild series. She doesn't know a single thing 
about relationships… Unemployed sportswriter Jessie 
James plans to make a killing writing a bestselling 
romance novel. She's never read one, but really, how 
hard can it be? Moving cross-country to a borrowed 
house in Idaho, Jessie starts her research with the 
first gorgeous guy she runs into… Luckily, he knows 
everything… Sports doctor Fisher Kincaid notices 
Jessie right away--the transplanted Easterner sticks 
out like a sore thumb in the small town. When he dis-
covers she's researching attraction and romance, he 
graciously offers himself as a test subject. That's 
when everything starts to go wrong, and they both 
find out how much they need a few good lessons in 
love… 

CODE NAME: BABY BK#1 $3.95  
CHRISTINA SKYE (CONTEMPORARY)  
Code Name series. Battle-honed Wolfe Houston is 
on a mission of national security: protect valuable 
government assets targeted by hostiles. But tracking 
down four genetically enhanced service dogs and 
guarding their furry backs 24/7 is going to take all of 
Wolfe's tactical skills. The dogs' unsuspecting civilian 
trainer, Kit O'Halloran doesn't know that deadly mer-
cenaries are determined to kidnap her charges. With 
puppies to find and bullets to dodge, there's no time to 
waste -- so why is Kit pressed against an adobe wall 
by moonlight, reveling in the hot magic of Wolfe's 
slow, skillful hands? Wolfe is fascinated by Kit's devo-
tion to her puppies, especially Baby, the incorrigible 
runt of the litter. But two other civilian trainers have 
died under strange circumstances -- and a foreign 
government has just posted a staggering bounty for 
Kit's capture. Before Wolfe can explore their burgeon-
ing attraction, the two are on the run, forced to guess 
which of their secret contacts is friend . . . and which 
is deadliest foe. Only Baby can lead them through the 
storm to safe haven in each other's arms. Good dog! 

COLDER THAN ICE BK#2 $3.95  
MAGGIE SHAYNE (SUSPENSE)  
Mordecai Young series. Seventeen years ago, gov-
ernment agent Joshua Kendall was part of the raid on 
the cultlike Young Believers compound. His own bul-
let killed an innocent girl, and he has lived with the 
guilt ever since. But a new assignment will reveal that 
the most shattering incident of Josh's life was nothing 
more than a lie. Elizabeth Marcum was that girl. She 
survived the bullet from the botched raid and now 
lives under a new identity in rural Vermont, hiding 
from the cult leader who has managed to elude cap-
ture all these years. But she's tired of running, tired of 
hiding. If Mordecai Young tracks her down, so be it. 
When Josh is sent to protect Elizabeth—and realizes 

who she is—he will do anything to keep her alive, 
including lying about who he is. But as Mordecai de-
scends back into their lives they become targets in a 
deadly battle that threatens to shatter their last 
chance at life and love. 

THE DARKEST NIGHT BK#1 $3.95 
GENA SHOWALTER (PARANORMAL) 
Lords of the Underworld series. His powers—
inhuman ... His passion—beyond immortal…  
All her life, Ashlyn Darrow has been tormented by 
voices from the past. To end the nightmare, she has 
come to Budapest seeking help from men rumored to 
have supernatural abilities, not knowing she'll be 
swept into the arms of Maddox, their most dangerous 
member—a man trapped in a hell of his own.  
Neither can resist the instant hunger that calms their 
torments…and ignites an irresistible passion. But eve-
ry heated touch and burning kiss will edge them clos-
er to destruction—and a soul-shattering test of love…. 

DUST TO DUST BK#2 $3.95  
TAMI HOAG (SUSPENSE)  
Kovac/Liska series. Sorry. The single word was writ-
ten on a mirror. In front of it hung the Minneapolis 
Internal Affairs cop. Was it suicide? Or a kinky act 
turned tragic? Either way, it wasn't murder. At least 
not according to the powers that be. But veteran hom-
icide detective Sam Kovac and his wisecracking, am-
bitious partner Nikki Liska think differently. Together 
they begin to dig at the too-neat edges of the young 
cop's death, uncovering one motive and one suspect 
after another. The shadows of suspicion fall not only 
on the city's elite, but into the very heart of the police 
department. Someone wants the case closed-quickly 
and forever. But neither Kovac nor Liska will give up. 
Now both their careers and their lives are on the line. 
From a murder case two months old to another case 
closed for twenty years, Kovac and Liska must un-
earth a connection the killer wants dead and buried. A 
killer who will stop at absolutely nothing to keep a 
dark and shattering secret . . . 

FADE TO MIDNIGHT BK#7 $3.95  
SHANNON MCKENNA (SUSPENSE)  
McCloud Brothers series. Beaten and tortured al-
most to death, Kev Larsen was found eighteen years 
earlier in a warehouse alley. He survived his brutal 
ordeal, but his memories before that night were com-
pletely erased, until brain surgery triggers fragmented, 
terrifying flashbacks. Now Kev is determined to unlock 
the secrets to his past. Edie Parrish has always been 
good at not letting anyone get too close to her. If 
someone were to learn of her unusual gift, her life 
would be immediately jeopardized. But when Kev 
Larsen discovers who she really is, Edie has to trust 
him. And soon, Edie can't resist her desire - even 
though she knows she'll have to pay a price for it. 
Now Kev and Edie must race against time and place 
their faith in each other to stop a deadly legacy. 
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FALLING HARD BK#2 $3.95  
HELENKAY DIMON (SUSPENSE)  
Bad Boys Undercover series. After a gruelling as-
signment with the black ops force known as the Alli-
ance, Weston Brown is craving downtime. Instead, 
he's pulled into his deadliest operation, in the one 
place he never wanted to see again. No-nonsense 
and so damn hot, Lexi Turner lied to get him to her 
mountain clinic in Pakistan. But the threat is terrify-
ingly real. Lexi has been asking too many questions, 
drawing the wrong kind of attention. As soon as she 
lays eyes on West, she can tell he's quiet--yet tough--
and has a rescue complex which will come in handy 
for going up against the world's most ruthless gun-
runners. Cut off from the rest of the Alliance, Lexi and 
West navigate the brutal terrain and a primal sexual 
attraction. Sticking around has never been West's 
way, but now he'll use every resource to keep Lexi by 
his side, safe from a killer who leaves no loose ends 
behind. 

FATAL BURN BK#2 $3.95  
LISA JACKSON (SUSPENSE)  
West Coast series. He's been waiting for this mo-
ment. With every kill, he can feel her getting closer. 
Very soon--just a few more victims to go. All he need-
ed was the girl, Dani, and now that he has her, his 
plan is in motion, and no one can stop it. . . The po-
lice don't believe Shannon Flannery when she says 
someone is out there, watching her, trying to kill her. 
The only person on her side is Travis Settler. The 
former Special Forces agent is convinced Shannon's 
dark past has something to do with the disappear-
ance of his daughter, Dani--a child whose connection 
to Shannon is just the beginning of a nightmare. . 
.Secrets have been kept from Shannon. Dark, dan-
gerous, and very fatal secrets. Now, with no one to 
trust but a man who has every reason to doubt her, 
Shannon's determined to discover the shocking truth, 
even if it brings her face to face with a serial killer 
whose slow burn for vengeance will not be denied. . .  

FINDERS KEEPERS $3.95  
LINNEA SINCLAIR (SCIENCE FICTION)  
Independent trader Trilby Elliot is making some not-
quite-legal modifications to her starfreighter, when an 
unexpected visitor falls out of space. Literally. He’s 
crashed onto the uninhabited planet of Avanar in a 
crippled ’Sko fighter–the last place you’d expect to 
find a Zafharin military officer because the ’Sko and 
the Zafharin have been at war as long as Trilby can 
remember. Rhis Vanur is your typically arrogant Zaf-
harin. But to Trilby’s surprise, he doesn’t look down 
on her or her slapdash ship. Still, Trilby’s learned the 
hard way that even though she found Rhis, she can’t 
keep him. She’s just a low-budget jump jockey as far 
as men like him are concerned. She’s not falling for 
his offer to help…until Port Rumor reports her best 
friend missing and Trilby learns that the ’Sko are 
hunting both her and Rhis. Now they’re in it together 
for better, for worse–or till death blasts them to oblivi-
on.... 

A FINE SPECIMEN $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
LISA MARIE RICE (ROMANTICA)  
Tough-as-nails police lieutenant Alex Cruz is all busi-
ness and all brawn. Cops and criminals alike tremble 
before him, which is just the way he likes it. He has to 
be harder than the hardest criminals to root the bad 
guys out of his city. Then his boss forces him to work 
with a scholar who is studying dominance in law en-
forcement. Alex doesn't have time to babysit a pencil-
dick geek writing a useless dissertation. He's busy 
doing real police work. Putting bad guys behind bars. 
But when the pencil-dick geek turns out to be the 
scholarly but gorgeous and alluring Caitlin Summers, 
Alex realizes that the only thing he wants trembling is 
Caitlin . . . . naked, and beneath him. The minute 
Caitlin lays eyes on the smoldering, charismatic Alex, 
she knows that focusing on her dissertation is going 
to be harder than she anticipated--not to mention 
dangerous. Because with a track record like Alex's, 
the bad guys are always looking for a soft spot--and 
she's the perfect soft spot. When Caitlin comes under 
attack, Alex realizes that his most important mission 
is keeping Caitlin safe . . . and making her his own. 
(previously released as Taming Nick) 

FREEFALL BK#1 $3.95  
JOANN ROSS (SUSPENSE)  
High Risk series. Emotionally and physically wound-
ed ex-SEAL Zachariah Tremayne has returned to his 
South C arolina home determined to shut out the 
world. Then he meets Sabrina Swann, who has also 
made a private journey home to put the tattered piec-
es of her own life back together. But as the two of 
them learn to love and trust again, a killer is lurking in 
the shadows, threatening to destroy everything they 
have fought so hard to rebuild. (Bks#2, 3 & 4 also 
on sale) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOTSHOT BK#2 $3.95  
CATHERINE MANN (SUSPENSE)  
Dark Ops series. Major Vince "Vapor" DeLuca may 
have just accepted his most difficult recon mission 
ever-keeping an eye on Shay Bassett. As a pilot in 
the Air Force's top-secret test unit, Vince keeps a 
cool head at the controls. But ever since they were 
teens, Shay's had a way of jamming his radar. Now 
she's scheduled to tell Congress about Cleveland's 
escalating gang activity, and someone out there is 
trying to cut her testimony short. Living to tell the tale 
may depend on trusting the one man who burned her 
so badly years ago-and still makes her feel warm all 
over. 
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I SPY A DARK OBSESSION BK#3 $4.95  
TRADE P/BACK  
JO DAVIS (ROMANTICA)  
Shado Agency series. As leader of the covert home-
land security agency SHADO, Michael Ross wants 
revenge on ex-agent Robert Dietz. Only two people 
can help him capture this psychopath: Sexy tech ex-
pert Katrina Brandt and Michael's new right-hand 
man, Bastian Chevalier. But as the three team up, 
they find themselves consumed by an illicit desire for 
one another. Will his two lovers be able to save Mi-
chael from falling prey to his deadly lust for venge-
ance?  

IMPULSIVE BK#5 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
HELENKAY DIMON (SUSPENSE)  
Men of Hawaii series. Trouble In Paradise. . . Katie 
Long was supposed to be undercover. She was just 
supposed to watch Deputy Prosecutor Eric Kimura at 
his ex's wedding and gather intel on his campaign for 
prosecutor. But he's a lot hotter in person, and the 
kind of intel they accidentally shared in the hotel bath-
room might lose both of them their jobs. Especially 
since it seems to be a recurring incident. Is it possible 
for a one-night stand to last ten days? Kimura isn't 
usually the impulsive type. He's driven, he's ambi-
tious, and he knows what he wants--a respectable 
future in Hawaii politics. Which means wild half-public 
sex with a beautiful stranger in a short little caterer's 
skirt is just tabloid fodder waiting to happen. Conven-
iently, just as his campaign is coming under attack. 
Sabotage, media gossip, and an insatiable desire for 
a woman he just met? If he's not careful, Counselor 
Kimura might lose all control. . .  

IN YOUR DREAMS BK#4 $3.95  
KRISTAN HIGGINS (CONTEMPORARY)  
Blue Heron series. Everyone loves Jack Holland, but 
Emmaline Neal needs him. Her ex-fiancé is getting 
married in Malibu and, obviously, she can't go to the 
wedding alone. In Manningsport, New York, tall, blond 
and gorgeous Jack Holland is practically a cottage 
industry when it comes to rescuing desperate women. 
He knows the drill, Em figures, so he won't get the 
wrong idea. What Jack needs is an excuse to leave 
town. Ever since rescuing four teenagers from a car 
wreck, he's been hailed as a hero and the attention is 
making him itchy, especially since his too-pretty ex-
wife is back, angling for a reunion. He's always liked 
Emmaline. She needs a weekend date? No problem. 
So when they wind up in bed together, Em chalks it 
up to red wine and chocolate cake, just one impulsive 
night not to be repeated. But Jack's pushing for more, 
and if she lets down her guard, either she'll get her 
heart crushed again, or discover that Jack's worth 
more than just dreaming about. 

 

 

 

LOOK BEHIND YOU BK#5 $4.95  
IRIS JOHANSEN, ROY JOHANSEN (SUSPENSE)  
Kendra Michaels series. A serial killer is on the 
loose in San Diego. With each murder, random and 
mystifying objects are left behind. In this confusing 
array of evidence, only one thing is clear: each case 
requires the skills of Kendra Michaels, a hired gun for 
the CIA and FBI. Kendra, who was blind for most of 
her life before a revolutionary surgical procedure gave 
her sight, uses her acute powers of observation to 
solve some of the country's most complex crimes. 
And this one is no exception. When the FBI discovers 
that the left-behind objects are souvenirs of previous 
unsolved serial murder cases, Kendra is called in to 
help. The latest crimes feature "holdback" characteris-
tics never disclosed to the public--meaning that one 
single killer was behind the nation's most notorious 
unsolved cases. . .and is back to challenge and taunt 
Kendra. As the body count rises, and a "dream team" 
of profilers becomes the newest target, it's up to Ken-
dra to defeat a psychopath whose terrifying plan has 
been years in the making. 

LOVE WITH A SCOTTISH OUTLAW BK#3 $3.95  
GAYLE CALLEN (HISTORY)  
Highland Weddings Trilogy. The last thing clan 
chief Duncan Carlyle expects to encounter in the rain-
soaked Highlands is Catriona Duff, daughter of the 
corrupt earl responsible for the price on his head. Yet 
Duncan finds himself sheltering the beauty who 
claims to have lost her memory. Catriona could be the 
key to stopping her father, but only if Duncan can 
keep her identity--and his dangerously powerful de-
sire--to himself. Duncan may have rescued Catriona, 
but the gruff outlaw clearly doesn't trust her. She's 
moved by his mission to rescue kidnapped children, 
but hiding in a network of caves means living in close 
quarters with everyone--including Duncan. And even 
as Catriona struggles to remember her past, the pre-
sent draws her ever closer to this enigmatic man . . . 
and to the secret that could change everything.
(Bks#1 & 2 also on sale) 

LUCK OF THE DRAW BK#2 $3.95  
BJ DANIELS (SUSPENSE)  
Sterlings, Montana series. He may get a second 
chance at his one true love--if someone doesn't kill 
her first .... When Garrett Sterling leaves for a horse-
back ride through his family's sprawling Montana 
property, he's expecting a relaxing break from the 
construction at the Sterling guest ranch. What he gets 
is something far more sinister. It all happens so fast 
that it's hard for Garrett--and the authorities--to sort 
out the facts. Two things are certain, though: some-
one is dead and the killer knows there was a witness. 
But when the one woman he could never forget 
emerges as a key suspect in the investigation, Garrett 
will do anything he can to help clear her name. She's 
still keeping secrets from him--that much is clear. But 
Garrett won't rest until he uncovers what really hap-
pened that day, how she's involved--and why every-
thing she's ever told him is a lie. 
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MY DANGEROUS DUKE BK#2 $3.95  
GAELEN FOLEY (HISTORICAL)  
Inferno Club series: In public, this scandalous soci-
ety of London aristocrats is notorious for pursuing all 
manner of debauchery. But in private, they are warri-
ors who would do anything to protect king and coun-
try . . . They say that the very name of Warrington is 
cursed . . . From a time as old as the cold stone of 
the duke's ancestral castle, the Warrington men 
have been plagued by tragedy. But Rohan Kilburn, 
the Duke of Warrington, has vowed to escape the 
predestined torment by forsaking love and devoting 
his life to the Inferno Club and its secret mission. 
And then she is brought to him unbidden by cut-
throats hoping to calm the duke's infamous temper--
a sacrificial virgin of sorts. But even overpowered, 
Kate Madsen will be no man's sacrifice. And the 
duke's price for claiming her may be what he has 
sworn never to give--the heart he has so long and 
fiercely guarded--to the beautiful hostage he was 
never meant to love. 

MY FAIR PRINCESS BK#1 $3.95  
VANESSA KELLY (HISTORICAL)  
Improper Princesses series. Despite being the 
illegitimate daughter of a prince, Gillian Dryden is 
happily ignorant of all social graces. After growing up 
wild in Italy, Gillian has been ordered home to Eng-
land to find a suitable husband. And Charles Valen-
tine Penley, the excessively proper, distractingly 
handsome Duke of Leverton, has agreed to help 
transform her from a willful tomboy to a blushing 
debutante. Powerful and sophisticated, Charles can 
make or break reputations with a well-placed word. 
But his new protégée, with her habit of hunting ban-
dits and punching earls, is a walking scandal. The 
ton is aghast . . . but Charles is thoroughly intrigued. 
Tasked with taking the hoyden in hand, he longs to 
take her in his arms instead. Can such an outra-
geous attraction possibly lead to a fairytale ending? 

NO GREATER PLEASURE BK#2 $4.95 
TRADE P/BACK 
MEGAN HART (ROMANTICA) 
Order of Solace series. It was at the request of 
Lord Gabriel Delessan that a handmaiden of the 
Order of Solace be delivered to his manor house. 
For young and ingenuous Tranquilla Caden, it would 
be her new position of service, devoted as she was 
to fulfilling every demand of her new master, to stim-
ulating his mind, stirring his soul, and arousing his 
body. Yet something happens that Quilla never 
counted on: she was falling hopelessly, dangerously 
in love with the enigmatic and very married man she 
was required only to service.  

NO LIMITS BK#1 $3.95  
LORI FOSTER  (SUSPENSE) 
Ultimate series. A surprise inheritance reunites a 
mixed martial arts fighter with the woman he's never 
forgotten ..... Cannon Colter is quintessential hero 
material: chiseled jawline, shredded body--the 
works. He's also the guy who rescued Yvette Swee-

ny from kidnappers, only to put an end to her roman-
tic dreams. These days, she's older, smarter, deter-
mined to face whatever life throws her way. Even the 
prospect of sharing a house and business with Can-
non. Cannon knew Yvette wanted him three years 
ago. But she was young--and some things are worth 
waiting for. Thrown together by her grandfather's 
legacy, he realizes how deep Yvette's scars really 
go, and how much danger lurks in their quiet town. 
As pent-up desire explodes between them, protect-
ing her becomes the only fight that matters. And he'll 
break all the rules to do it.... 

NUTCASE BK#2 $3.95  
CHARLOTTE HUGHES (CONTEMPORARY) 
Kate Holly series. Psychologist Kate Holly is about 
to get evicted from her office, and her best option 
may be to share space with her jacuzzi-loving ex-
boyfriend, Dr. Thad Glazer. That's not going to help 
her patch things up with her firefighter ex-husband. 
With her oddball patients, meddling mother, and 
eccentric secretary thrown into the mix, not to men-
tion a spree of suspicious fires, will Kate put her life 
back together or wind up in a padded cell? 

PASSION AND PERIL $3.95 (SUSPENSE) 
SUZANNE BROCKMANN, JILL SORENSON 
Scenes of Passion—Suzanne Brockmann: Safe 
and steady pretty much sums up Maggie Stanton's 
life. But a chance encounter stirs long-buried desires 
and urges her to do the unimaginable — take a risk. 
Shockingly, the man who convinces her to forsake 
predictability for passion is the full-grown version of 
her childhood best friend. Only, this Matthew Stone 
wants more and Maggie almost believes that their 
whirlwind romance is meant to be. Then she learns 
that Matthew is keeping a secret and the conse-
quences could change everything . . . Scenes of 
Peril—Jill Sorenson: The snowstorm forecast says 
it's a big one, but wildlife photographer Paige Daw-
son is prepared. Until a terrible car accident brings a 
sexy stranger to her remote mountain cabin and the 
bad weather strands them together . . . for days. The 
heat between them is like nothing she's ever known 
— incendiary, undeniable. And just as she begins to 
hope for something real with Colin Reid, after the 
snow melts, he remembers what caused his acci-
dent . . . and it may be too late for them both.  

SCHOOL FOR BRIDES BK#1 $3.95  
CHERYL ANN SMITH (HISTORY) 
School for Brides series. Miss Eva Black spent her 
life concealing her mother's past as a courtesan. 
Now a spinster, her beauty hidden away under a 
dour disguise, Eva spends her days schooling 
courtesans to be suitable wives. But one vengeful 
duke does not appreciate Eva's stealing his mistress 
and transforming her into a lady. His vengeance 
won't be satisfied until he seduces Eva into 
becoming what she detests most: a courtesan. 
Nicholas, the Duke of Stanfield, is furious with this 
woman who frees courtesans from bondage. His 
revenge? Upend Eva's world by buying her debts  
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and striking a scandalous bargain: She must serve 
as his mistress's replacement. But he doesn't expect 
her to be a woman of such beauty and secrets--or to 
have a past that not only endangers Eva herself, but  

THE SECRET DIARIES OF MISS MIRANDA 
CHEEVERS BK#1 $3.95 
JULIA QUINN (HISTORY) 
Bevelstoke series. 2 March 1810 . . . Today, I fell in 
love. At the age of ten, Miranda Cheever showed no 
signs of Great Beauty. And even at ten, Miranda 
learned to accept the expectations society held for 
her--until the afternoon when Nigel Bevelstoke, the 
handsome and dashing Viscount Turner, solemnly 
kissed her hand and promised her that one day she 
would grow into herself, that one day she would be 
as beautiful as she already was smart. And even at 
ten, Miranda knew she would love him forever. But 
the years that followed were as cruel to Turner as 
they were kind to Miranda. She is as intriguing as the 
viscount boldly predicted on that memorable day--
while he is a lonely, bitter man, crushed by a devas-
tating loss. But Miranda has never forgotten the truth 
she set down on paper all those years earlier--and 
she will not allow the love that is her destiny to slip 
lightly through her fingers . . . 

SEEING IS BELIEVING BK#4 $3.95 
ERIN MCCARTHY (CONTEMPORARY)  
Cutterville, Ohio. Cutterville, Ohio is full of ghosts, 
and they all want Piper Tucker's help. One guy in 
town just wants Piper. Ever since Piper Tucker was 
young she wanted to be like everyone else, but her 
uncanny ability to see ghosts always put her on the 
other side of normal. And the apparitions are showing 
up now more than ever, desperately seeking help. 
But what can she possibly do for them? They've al-
ready been dead for years. Besides, she has a per-
sonal concern of her own right now. A real flesh and 
blood concern--named Brady. He's Piper's childhood 
crush, and no sooner is he back in town than sparks 
start giving off heat. For Brady, it's hard not to notice 
the sexy young woman Piper's become, or forget the 
special gift she had as a girl. And right now it could 
come in handy, because a long-forgotten murder has 
been keeping a restless spirit from finding peace. All 
Piper and Brady have to do is solve the crime to put 
the specter to rest. But the passion brewing between 
them is just as restless, and could prove twice as 
dangerous. 

SEXIEST VAMPIRE ALIVE BK#11 $3.95  
KERRELYN SPARKS (PARANORMAL)  
Love at Stake series. The secret is out . . . Vam-
pires do exist! When a video reveals to the world that 
vampires live among us, it's up to young vamp Gre-
gori Holstein, VP of Marketing, to persuade the U.S. 
government to declare the video a hoax. But first the 
president wants a favor, one that requires Gregori to 
spend forty-eight hours in very close contact with the 

First Daughter. Abby Tucker would rather spend her 
nights in a lab than attend her father's state dinners. 
She's dedicated her life to finding a cure that will 
save her dying mother and needs only two more in-
gredients. To find them, she'll have to venture into 
the most dangerous region of the world--with a vam-
pire. Her Armani-clad escort may be Undead, but he 
still makes her heart race. And the greatest danger 
won't be the predatory hordes lying in wait for them; it 
will be her undying desire for the Sexiest Vampire 
Alive. 

SILVER FALLS $3.95  
ANNE STUART (SUSPENSE)  
Rachel is finally getting it right. After years of wander-
ing, she's married the perfect man and settled into 
the ideal life. But as her sleepy little town turns into a 
killing ground, she realizes that this new life might 
come at too high a price.Caleb Middleton says he's 
returned home to set things right. But as her hus-
band's dangerous brother circles like a hungry wolf, 
poking holes in her perfect world, Rachel draws her 
young daughter in close. The rain and violence keep 
coming, and Rachel must decide whether to trust her 
dream life or her instincts…before the town of Silver 
Falls becomes her grave. 

THE SPY WHO WANTS ME BK#3 $3.95  
LUCY MONROE (SUSPENSE)  
Goddard Project series. May Be Too Hot To Handle 
…. Elle Gray looks like a supermodel, thinks like a 
super agent, and can kill a man with her bare hands. 
But when she meets Dr. Beau Ruston, the brilliant 
scientist and ex-college football star in charge of the 
project she's been sent to protect, she wants more of 
her bare self around him than just her hands. If his 
muscular grace and quick wit hadn't turned her on, 
there would still be those big brown eyes. . .watching 
her suspiciously. With a man this smart and sexy 
questioning her cover, the bad guys are the least of 
her problems. Beau Ruston knows Elle is a govern-
ment spy, and he doesn't like to be spied on--or lied 
to, no matter how charming the liar happens to be. 
Wait, did he say "charming"? Damn hot is more like 
it. He should know, chemistry is his business, wheth-
er it's in the lab or in the bedroom, but the reaction 
Elle is setting off might be too much for even him to 
control. . . 

SWEET REWARD BK#3 $3.95  
CHRISTY REECE (SUSPENSE)  
Last Chance Rescue: Trilogy 3. WHEN RISK IS 
THE REWARD--LET THE DANGER BEGIN … 
Adrenaline junkie Jared Livingston has found the 
perfect blend of exhilaration and danger in his new 
job at Last Chance Rescue. Raised to depend only 
on himself, Jared tried marriage, but the end of the 
relationship renewed his belief that he was meant to 
be a loner. Now a desperate plea from his ex-wife 
puts Jared in the unique position of using the skills 
she despised to rescue her missing daughter. The 
case brings Jared face-to-face with Mia Ryker, the 
only agent ever fired from LCR--for playing too far 
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outside the box. Now Mia's back, and as a team, 
they're as compatible as fuel and fire--blowing off 
tension in each other's arms, blowing open the se-
cret life of a wealthy philanthropist and his shameful 
dealings. Their search for the innocent child takes 
them to places neither have been before--to the 
edge of danger and to the edge of their hearts.  

TART BK#2 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
LAUREN DANE (ROMANTICA) 
Delicious series. Juliet Lamprey is having the time 
of her life running her successful bakery, TART, 
when Gideon Carter comes back into her life. Re-
turning home to help his grandfather run the family 
on the farm, Gideon is back for good. When they 
meet again, the spark between them is immediate, 
and it isn’t long before the former childhood friends 
play catch up in bed. That’s not good news for local 
lawyer Cal Whaley. Though the sexually open but 
strictly monogamous Cal has loved Jules for a long 
time, he’s hardly ever taken it further than friendship. 
When he sees her start to fall for Gideon, he knows 
he has to make his move or risk losing her forever. 
Who would have anticipated that all three of them 
would connect on such an intimate level? The trio’s 
scalding liaisons take them places they’ve never 
dreamed. But such an intensely passionate and unu-
sual relationship comes with equally as complicated 
emotions, and when Jules must suddenly leave 
town, she wonders if she’ll have a choice to make 
when she returns  

THAT THING CALLED LOVE BK#1 $3.95  
SUSAN ANDERSEN (CONTEMPORARY)  
Razor Bay/Bradshaw Brothers series. He’s the 
last man on earth she should want… For a guy she’s 
fantasized about throttling, Jake Bradshaw sure is 
easy on the eyes. In fact, he seriously tempts inn 
manager Jenny Salazar to put her hands to better 
use. Except this is the guy who left Razor Bay—and 
his young son, Austin, who Jenny adores like her 
own—to become a globetrotting photojournalist. He 
can’t just waltz back and claim Austin now. Jake was 
little more than a kid himself when he became a dad. 
Sure, he'd dreamed of escaping the resort town, but 
he’d also truly believed that Austin was better off with 
his grandparents. Now he wants—no, needs—to 
make up for his mistake. He intends to stay in Razor 
Bay only until he can convince Austin to return with 
him to New York. Trouble is, with sexy, protective, 
utterly irresistible Jenny in his life, and his bed, he 
may never want to leave…  

THERE GOES THE BRIDE BK#1 $3.95  
LORI WILDE (CONTEMPORARY)  
Wedding Veil Wishes series. (aka Long, Tall Tex-
an). Legend claims this antique Irish wedding veil 
can grant your heart's deepest desire. But be careful 
what you wish for… The moment Texas socialite 
Delaney Cartwright touches the veil, she knows she 
can't go through with her wedding. And it's not just 
because she envisions a stranger's dark eyes and 
irresistible lips the second her fingers hit lace. But 

she can't simply call the whole thing off. The nuptials 
to her nice, predictable childhood friend are the so-
cial event of the season (not to mention that her 
mother would freak). To fan the flames of this dying 
ember, Delaney abducts her fiancé for a night of 
passion...and grabs the wrong guy! It isn't her fault 
that Detective Nick Vinetti of the oddly familiar eyes 
and lips has crossed her path--and looks game for all 
kinds of sexy fun. Now Delaney hatches an outra-
geous plan to get out of marrying: she'll hire her own 
kidnapper. With an altar to avoid and a cop to dream 
of, this runaway bride is hoping a little Irish magic will 
unveil the true destiny of her heart. 

TRUE LOVE AT SILVER CREEK RANCH BK#2 $3.95 
EMMA CANE (CONTEMPORARY)  
Valentine Valley series. Welcome to Valentine Val-
ley, where tongues are wagging now that the town 
bad boy is back--and rumor has it the lean, mean ex-
Marine is about to lose his heart! But like it or not, in 
a town like Valentine, love happens . . . Adam De-
santis is back--bruised, battle-weary and sexier than 
ever! Not that Brooke Thalberg is in the market. The 
beautiful cowgirl of Silver Creek Ranch needs a cow-
boy for hire, not a boyfriend--though the gaggle of 
grandmas at the Widows' Boardinghouse thinks oth-
erwise. But from the moment she finds herself in 
Adam's arms, she's shocked to discover she may 
just want more. Adam knows it's crazy to tangle with 
Brooke, especially with the memories that still haunt 
him, and the warm welcome her family has given 
him. But he finds himself in a fix, because tender-
loving Brooke is so much more woman than he ever 
imagined. Can a soldier battling demons give her the 
love she clearly deserves? Just about everybody in 
Valentine thinks so! 

TWO WEEKS NOTICE BK#2 $3.95  
RACHEL CAINE (PARANORMAL)  
Revivalist series. Bryn Davis finds out that making 
a living can be rough if you're already dead… After 
dying and being revived with the experimental drug 
Returne, Bryn Davis is theoretically free to live her 
unlife--with regular doses to keep her going. But 
Bryn knows that the government has every intention 
of keeping a tight lid on Pharmadene's life-altering 
discovery, no matter the cost. Thankfully, some 
things have changed for the better; her job at the 
rechristened Davis Funeral Home is keeping her 
busy and her fragile romance with Patrick McCallis-
ter is blossoming--thanks in part to their combined 
efforts in forming a support group for Returne ad-
dicts. But when some of the group members sudden-
ly disappear, Bryn wonders if the government is me-
thodically removing a threat to their security, or if 
some unknown enemy has decided to run the zom-
bies into the ground… 
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THE UNDEAD IN MY BED $3.95  
KATIE MACALISTER. MOLLY HARPER, JESSICA 
SIMS 
Shades of Gray—Katie MacAlister: A TV crew is 
filming a paranormal reality show on the grounds of 
an imposing old Czech Republic estate. But the elec-
tric passion behind the camera is what's out of this 
world. When Noelle, a Guardian, meets vampire 
Grayson, who has roamed for three centuries, she 
awakens an aching hunger in him that only her touch 
can relieve. . . . Undead Sublet—Molly Harper: 
After overworked Chicago chef Tess flips out (can 
everyone hear that arugula talking, or is it just me?), 
she rents a quiet house in Half-Moon Hollow for a 
month of R & R. But when she finds the place occu-
pied by a drop-dead gorgeous vampire, Tess's 
tastes--for comfort food, for small Kentucky towns, 
and for her irresistible lover--become nearly insatia-
ble! Out with a Fang—Jessica Sims: When lonely 
were-jaguar Ruby consults a paranormal matchmak-
er, she hopes to finally move on from a heart-
wrenching breakup with her one true love, a forbid-
den human. Nervously agreeing to a blindfolded first 
date with a vampire, she finds the spicy scent of him 
intoxicating, his voice low, sexy, and so very familiar. 

THE WEDDING OF THE CENTURY $3.95  
MARY JO PUTNEY, KRISTIN JAMES, CHARLOTTE 
FEATHERSTONE (HISTORICAL)  
The Wedding of the Century by Mary Jo Putney: 
Stunningly beautiful and extraordinarily wealthy, Sa-
rah Vangelder had always wanted more for herself 
than to be sold into marriage for the price of a duke-
dom. But marriage to Justin Aubrey might be the 
adventure she's always dreamed of…. Jesse's Wife 
by Kristin James: When a late-night walk on her 
father's ranch inadvertently destroys her reputation, 
Amy McCallister finds herself married off to Jesse, a 
sinfully handsome farmhand. But can he convince 
her to give him her heart, despite their rocky begin-
ning? Seduced by Starlight by Charlotte Feather-
stone: Jase Markham, London's most dashing—and 
notorious—rake, has loved his brother's fiancée for 
as long as he can remember. When his brother casts 
Blossom aside, Jase is determined to finally make 
her his—if she's willing to overlook his scandalous 
reputation! 

WHEN YOU KISS ME $3.95  
JANET DAILEY (CONTEMPORARY)  
Something Extra: Slow down, cher. This is Cajun 
country. Driving down meandering Louisiana roads 
that seem to go back in time, Jolie Smith is in love 
with it all. Moss-draped oaks. Bayou blues drifting 
over the water. And a mysterious plantation her an-
cestors once called home. But tall, dark, and sexy 
Steve Cameron has a claim to the place too. Looks 
like it won't be long before he claims her heart into 
the bargain. The Ivory Cane: Young and beautiful, 
Sabrina Lane is on her own in San Francisco, de-
spite her blindness. She's doing fine, thank you very 

much--until Bay Cameron gets in the way. Bay is 
brilliant, successful, and genuinely interested in her. 
All the same, his male protectiveness exasperates 
her sometimes. But with that deep voice. . .and those 
strong arms. . .oh, dear. How can Sabrina say any-
thing but yes?  

THE WHISPER BK#4 $3.95  
CARLA NEGGERS (SUSPENSE)  
FBI/Ireland series. Ancient rituals, modern-day mur-
der—the killing has only just begun. Archaeologist 
Sophie Malone is still haunted a year after she was 
left for dead inside a remote Irish cave. Now she’s 
convinced that her night of terror is linked to recent 
violence in Boston. Did the killer under arrest steal 
the ancient Celtic treasure from the cave that night? 
Or is another killer out there, ready to strike again? 
Boston detective “Scoop” Wisdom has recovered 
from his injuries and is after the bomber who nearly 
killed him. Tough and stubborn, he’s the best at de-
tecting lies…except maybe those of Sophie Malone. 
When an ex-cop becomes the victim of ritual sacri-
fice, it’s clear nobody’s safe, and everyone’s a sus-
pect. 

WIDE OPEN BK#1 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
DEBORAH COATES (SUSPENSE)  
Wide Open series. When Sergeant Hallie Michaels 
comes back to South Dakota from Afghanistan on 
ten days' compassionate leave, her sister Dell's 
ghost is waiting at the airport to greet her. The sheriff 
says that Dell's death was suicide, but Hallie doesn't 
believe it. Something happened or Dell's ghost 
wouldn't still be hanging around. Friends and family, 
mourning Dell's loss, think Hallie's letting her grief 
interfere with her judgment. The one person who 
seems willing to listen is the deputy sheriff, Boyd 
Davies, who shows up everywhere and helps when 
he doesn't have to. As Hallie asks more questions, 
she attracts new ghosts, women who disappeared 
without a trace.  Soon, someone's trying to beat her 
up, burn down her father's ranch, and stop her inves-
tigation. Hallie's going to need Boyd, her friends, and 
all the ghosts she can find to defeat an enemy who 
has an unimaginable ancient power at his command. 

WOLF ON THE HUNT BK#5 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
NJ WALTERS (PARANORMAL) 
Salvation Pack series. Gray Everson is sure she’s 
found the perfect quiet place to work on her paint-
ings, until hunters start shooting up the forest around 
the cabin she rented and she finds a wounded wolf. 
But the animal she hides from the hunters is no regu-
lar wolf—he’s something Gray never imagined could 
be real. Louis LaForge’s focus has always been on 
protecting his pack, but the instant attraction he feels 
to the artist who saves him changes everything. 
There’s something about Gray he can’t figure out—
until he gets close enough to touch her. He knows 
pushing Gray too far, too fast is risky, but there are 
still hunters around, and his former pack is coming 
for him. There’s only one way to protect everyone he 
loves.
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